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OPEC leaves
output on
hold, causing
oil price jump
By GEORGE JAHN
Associated Press
VIENNA (AP) — OPEC
unexpectedly left its production
levels
unchanged
on
Wednesday. causing oil prices to
jump, as senior officials said
their meeting ended in disarray
— a stunning admission for an
organization that places a premium on consensus decision
making.
OPEC officials said that
because of a policy deadlock,
the group will maintain present
output ceilings with the option
of meeting within the next three
months to consider a hike.
"We are unable to reach consensus to ... raise our production," OPEC Secretary General
Abdullah
Al-Badri
told
reporters, in comments reflecting unusual tensions in the 12nation Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries.
Analysts covering OPEC for
more than 20 years said they
could not remember any other
time that the normally closed
group had admitted to such divisions in its ranks. Some even
saw the abortive meeting as a
harbinger of demise for the
organization, which produces
more than a third of the world's
petroleum.
"OPEC is ... on the point of
break-up," said Marc Ostwald
of Monument Securities. "A
broader perspective is that the
post World War ll world order is
fracturing in a spectacular fashion, be it the EU/Eurozone, the
World Bank/IMF,(or) OPEC."
Other experts were less outspoken but agreed Wednesday's
outcome would weaken the
image of OPEC as a major regulator of oil markets.
"I think there were some tensions," said Jason Schenker,
president
of
Prestige
Economics. "But everyone has
to do business and countries
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By The Associated Press
Thursday: Mostly sunny with
a slight chance of thunderstorms. A high near 92. Chance
of precipitation is 20 percent.
Thursday Night: A slight
chance of thunderstorms. Partly
cloudy, with a low around 68.
Friday: Mostly sunny with a
slight chance of thunderstorms.
A high near 91.
Friday Night: A slight chance
of thunderstorms. Partly cloudy,
with a low around 67. Light and
variable wind.
Saturday: Mostly sunny with
a slight chance of thunderstorms. A high near 90. Calm
wind becoming southwest
between 4 and 7 mph.
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of thunderstorms. Partly
cloudy, with a low around 68.
Calm wind.
Sunday: A slight chance of
thunderstorms.
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Lady Lakers to face Ashland Blazer Today

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
Members of the Calloway County Lady Laker softball team peer out the window at family and friends as their bus prepares to leave Calloway
County High
School Wednesday morning for Owensboro and the state softball tournament. The team will face Ashland Blazer today in the first round. See
today's Sports
section for additional coverage.

President:
Job training
economic
imperative
By STACY A. ANDERSON
Associated Press
ALEXANDRIA, Va.(AP)
— President Barack Obama
says the growth of the U.S.
economy will depend in part
on training new workers for
jobs in the manufacturing
industry.
During a speech at a
Northern
Virginia
Community College campus
on Wednesday, Obama highlighted the expansion of an
industry-led initiative to
boost training programs.
The effort, Skills for
America's Future, links businesses with community colleges to help students gain
the skills they will need in
the emerging workplace. It
also encourages workforce
development strategies, job
training programs and job
placements.
Obama says the initiative
could help prepare 500,000
community college students
for careers in manufacturing.
"Right now, there are people across America with talents just waiting to be
tapped, sparks waiting to be
lit. Our job is to light them.
And there's no time to lose
when we've got folks look-

III See Page 2A

Minor changes to voting districts eyed
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Census 2010 population
growth in magisterial precincts
three and four in west MurrayCalloway County will require
at least minor reapportionment
to meet federal voting law
requirements.
During a first meeting at
Calloway County Courthouse
Wednesday,
County
Reapportionment Committee

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
Children's book author and Murray native Leigh Anne Florence holds her famous
"wiener dog," Woody, as she talks with Olivia, at left, and Lucinda Arnold during Murray
State University's Young Authors Camp Wednesday morning.
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will require a realignment to
ensure each district includes
the same number of voters
within a 10 percent variance.
Manning noted that current
lines can be shifted with a minimum of disruption to existing
precincts following a study of
the data.
"It appears we can make
some minor changes that will
not cause a lot of disruption,
Manning said.

According to law, countie
must study how politica
boundaries will be reappor.
tioned if required by censw
data to ensure all districts art
compact. contiguous and a!
nearly equal in population
possible.
Bob Jost, GIS manager fo;
PADD, told the committee ht
could provide census popula.
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Chairman Mark Manning and
members Lisa Satterwhite and
Brad Darnell, met with county
and
Purchase
Area
Development District officials
to review county census numbers to determine whether and
how much county district lines
must be shifted to comply with
federal election law.
The committee agreed that
growth in the number of residents living in Districts 3 and 4
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Children's book writer and
Calloway County native Leigh
Anne Florence gave children at
the Murray State University
Young Authors Camp advice
Wednesday to help them with
their work and in life.
Florence is the author of the
"Woody, the Kentucky Wiener"
series, which includes seven
books about the adventures of
her dachshunds, Woody and
Chloe. She also wrote several
newspaper series about the
dogs' travels across Kentucky
and to Washington. D.C.,
among other topics.
Originally from Kirksey,
Florence currently lives in
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•OPEC output...
From Front
have different views on what the
future of demand looks like."
The news caught markets by
surprise, sending oil prices
sharply higher. Benchmark
crude for July delivery was up
$1.25 to $100.34 per barrel in
morning trading on the New
York Mercantile Exchange after
trading lower ahead of the
OPEC meeting.
Saudi Arabia and other influential Gulf nations had pushed
to increase production ceilings
to calm markets and ease concerns that crude was overpriced
for consumer nations struggling
with their economies. Those
opposed were led by Iran, the
second-strongest producer within the Organization of the
Petroleum Exporting Countries.
While the Saudis and the
Iranians are frequently at loggerheads over pricing, past
meetings normally fell in
behind Saudi Arabia, which produces the lion's share of OPEC
output. But this time, the SaudiIranian rivalry combined with
major political and economic
uncertainties to lead to deadlock.
Among the biggest worries is
that unrest in Libya and Yemen
could destabilize larger oil-producing nations in the region.
The two countries normally produce less than 4 percent of the
world's oil needs, and Saudi
Arabia and others have boosted
output to make up for much of
the shortfall.
But while the Saudis have
served notice that they are ready
to further increase supplies to
help compensate for the loss of
the daily 1.6 million barrels normally brought to the market by
Libya, other OPEC nations —
already pumping close to capacity — cannot contribute much.
This appeared to have fueled the
strong opposition to an output
ceiling hike.
Global economic weakness is
also worrying producers and
COILS11111CIS.

Poor housing and employment
reports from the United States
added to the gloom spread by
Europe's attempts to bail out
governments and Japan's postFukushima slump. At its present

•Florence...

price of around $100 a barrel,
benchmark crude may be too
expensive for nations struggling
to make ends meet, worsening
the economic picture and leading to less oil demand.
But with sputtering economies
using less energy, raising output
to lower prices also risks flooding the market, leading to a surplus that could drive prices
below $80 a barrel. That benchmark, which is preferred by the
Saudis and other moderate
OPEC members, is considered
too low by price hawks Iran and
Venezuela.
Tuesday's sober assessment of
the U.S. economy from Federal
Reserve
chairman
Ben
Bemanke added to concerns,
especially as the central banker
failed to indicate that more
monetary stimulus was likely.
"Despite all their efforts, the
Saudis were not able to convince Iran and other countries to
increase production," said
Ehsan Ul-Haq, an analyst with
KBC Energy Economics. " It
means there is a huge disagreement — but it also means that it
gives the Saudis free space to do
what they like."
Going into the meeting, some
OPEC nations had signaled that
the ministers could opt to raise
the output ceiling to actual production levels of around 26 million barrels a day. Add to that
the daily 2.7 million barrels produced by Iraq. which is not
bound by quotas, and OPEC
would have been bringing more
than 29 million barrels a day to
the market.
The 11 OPEC members are
already exceeding their current
production quotas. Their output
is an estimated 26.15 million
barrels daily — about 1.3 million barrels above the daily
overall OPEC production target
of 24.85 million barrels a day
agreed two years ago.

From Front
Shepherdsville with her husband, Ron, and makes appearances around the state talking
about the books and the subjects
of success and writing, according to her website, www.thewoodybooks.com. She told the
kids at the camp that it was her
goal to speak in each of
Kentucky's 120 counties, and
that she had already appeared in
117.
Florence brought four of her
dogs - including Woody, Chloe
and Frannie - along with her as
she talked about some of the
keys to writing and success in
life. She said that when deciding
what to write, one should ask
oneself what the purpose is and
who the audience is. She said it
is good for a writer to choose a
topic that holds interest for him
or her, but that some research
might be needed, like when she
was asked to write about the
Civil War for this fall's upcoming
newspaper
series,
"Doghouse Divided."
Once the research is done, a
writer must organize the information and not be afraid to
throw out parts that don't fit so
that the result doesn't feel cluttered with irrelevant facts,
Florence said. She said it is
important to know where you

are going and to proofread when
you are finished. She stressed
the importance of proofreading
by'saying it is a good idea to
read something aloud because it
forces the writer to slow down
and to also speak and listen to
what they wrote.
Florence also stressed the
importance of determination
and taking responsibility for
one's education, as well as
respecting other; and avoiding
tobacco, drugs and alcohol. She
told the children they could be
successful whether ,they are
from a big city or a small town
like her.
"Woody is just a little, bitty
guy, he only weighs about eight
pounds," she said. "He's never
cared that he's not a big German
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forms in Eastern Pacific

Staff Report
to the MPD headquarters to
The
Murray
Police notify the department when they
Department is offering a pro- will be out-of-town. During that
gram to help residents keep an time, officers will check the
eye on their homes when they home by walking the perimeter
are on vacation.
and checking all doors and win"It's that time of year," said dows. If anything
unusual is
MPD spokeswoman Tracy
found, or it appears that the resGuge. "Kids are out of school,
idence has been burglarized,
families are planning vacations
owners would be notified
and criminals are looking for
immediately, Guge said.
easy targets. This time of year is
"Your vacation does not need
usually a big travel time,and the
to
end badly with finding your
police department wants the citizens of Murray not just to plan home burglarized on your
the their vacations locations, but return," Guge said. "Contaat the
to also plan for the safety of Murray Police Department at
753-1621 if you have any questheir homes."
The department is offering a tions about this program, or if
free-of-charge program called you wish to have your residence
House Watch for those leaving put on our house watch list, you
town for a few days. Citizens may come by 407 Poplar Street
within the city limits can come and complete our farm."

•Job training...
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section of a small seating area in
the rear.
CCFR Chief Earl Hicks said,
despite the destruction caused
by the blaze, it could have been
much worse if the fire had taken
place at night or when the business was closed.
"If it had happened at night it
could have destroyed the whole
building," Hicks said.
The store's gasoline pumps
and electrical system were shut
down during the incident.

MPD offers 'House Watch' program

tion numbers in the next few
days so exactly how much lines 60 days. The proposal may be
must be moved to comply with approved or
modified by magisthe law.
trates
before
approval for subAccording to data discussed
during the meeting, the county's mission to state election authorpopulation increased from
ities. Once a final plan has been
34,177 in 2000 to 37,191 in
determined
and implemented by
2010; an increase of 3,014. The
growth was located primarily in fiscal court, anyone opposing
the county's Third and Fourth
the move may file a complaint
Districts centered on west
in
Calloway Circuit Court.
Murray. Manning said the committee may be able to get the job
The next meeting of the
accomplished within the 10 perCounty
cent variance allowed by shift- Calloway
ing lines between the county's Reapportionment Committee is
first and fourth district, however scheduled for
noon, Thursday,
that assessment is preliminary.
Manning, Satterwhite and June 16 in the conference room
Darnell are tasked with studying at the county courthouse..
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
A bathroom fire started by a
short in a ceiling exhaust fan
destroyed part of Karen's OneStop market on Pottertown
Road Wednesday afternoon.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
personnel responded to an alarm
at the business around 3:20 p.m.
and quickly extinguished a
blaze that had burned through
the roof of the' business,
destroyed the bathroom and a

MIAMI (AP) — Forecasters about 265 miles (426 kilomesay Hurricane Adrian has ters) south-southwest of
formed in the Eastern Pacific,
Acapulco, Mexico, and maymaking it the first of the 2011
Mg northwest near 9 mph (15
Shepherd or a big Great Dane. season.
The government of Mexico kph). Forecasters say the cenHe knows even in this little,
on has issued a tropical storm ter is expected to remain offbitty body, he can do great ... watch for part of the country's shore, but a shift
could bring
things. Just like you, it never coast.
tropical storm conditions to
Adrian's maximum susmatters what's on the outside.
the coast.
It's what's in your head, it's tained winds are about 75 mph
The watch is in effect for the
(120 kph) and it's expected to
what's in your heart. It's all
coast
of
Mexico from
get stronger. It had started out
about how you think, so you be
Acapulco west to Punta San
as a tropical storm.
a winner."
The center of the storm is Telmo.

•Minor changes...
From Front

Bathroom fire reported in
Pottertown Road business

From Front
ing for work, when we've got
companies that need to stay
competitive in this 21st-century
economy," he said.
The president's remarks come
a week after recent economic
indicators showing that manufacturers cut 5,000 jobs in May,
the first loss in that sector in

seven months. The unemployment rate also ticked up to 9.1
percent.
Before Obama's remarks, he
toured the college's Automotive
Training Program including a
General Motors Automotive
Services classroom and a lab
with hybrid vehicles.

— Help Wanted
II Staff Writer / Photographer
The Murray Ledger & Times. a 7.500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently seeking an energetic. self-starter to fill
the position of Staff Writer / Photographer. This person's
responsibilities will include covering meetings, breaking
news, writing feature stories, taking photographs,
assisting with layout, uploading items to the web and
other basic news reporter duties. A working knowledge
of Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plus.
Proficiency with a 35mm camera also helpful. A bachelor's degree in journalism or communications is preferred. Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis. editor, The Murray Ledger & Times. 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
Murray, KY 42071; or e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com.

0
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1001 Whitnell Ave.. Murray, KY 42071
Office Hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday - Friday

Reward offered for inforrnation
about power line vandalism
MAY FIELD, Ky. - West
Kentucky
Rural
Electric
Cooperative has announced a
$500 reward for information
leading to the arreist and conviction of the party/parties
responsible for recently vandalizing and disabling a threephase power line along U.S.
Highway 68 near Olive Road.
The vandalism occurred June 5,
at approximately 2 a.m.
Anyone with information
about this incident is encouraged to contact the Marshall
County Sheriff's Department at
(270) 527-3112, the Marshall
County Crimestbppers Hotline
(270) 527-COPS or David
Smart at West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative (270)
247-1321.

HAVE YOU HEARD
A GREAT NEWS 11P?
We want to hear it, too!
To report a news item, or to
suggest a story idea. call
the Ledger & Times
News Department today'

753-1916. ext. 26
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It's just what the doctor ordered.
Grasshopper True ZeroTurn' mowers are the perfect prescription to cure the aches
and pains of mowing. Our hurnanomir design, foam-padded steering fevers and
the Industry's most comfortable seat are standard features, so operators stay fresh, focused and alert
Test drive a Grasshopper today. Doctor's orders.
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Plane crash claims lives of four Kentuckians

UNAKA, N.C.(AP)— The pilot of a plane that crashed last
month in the North Carolina mountains reported a fire on board
and then never responded to questions from air traffic controllers.
A preliminary accident report released this week from the
National Transportation Safety Board said the plane plunged several hundred feet after the pilot declared an emergency and disappeared from the controllers' radar screens.
Four people killed in the May 25 crash in a rugged part of
Cherokee County were identified as 27-year-old pilot Matthew
Shuey of Nicholasville, Ky.; 23-year-old Tiffany Maggard, 22year-old Kassie Robinson and 20-year-old Miranda Morgan. The
three friends from Knott County, Ky., spent a week in Alabama
and were flying back to Hazard, Ky.
Three witnesses told investigators the plane's engines started
revving just before it crashed.

Attorney alleges unjustified strip search
LONDON, Ky.(AP) — A Lexington attorney has filed a federal
lawsuit in which she contends she was strip-searched without justification by two eastern Kentucky jail employees who made racial
slurs after she went to a public pool with a biracial child.
Jennifer C. Philpot is a lawyer who practices part-time and
teaches at Eastern Kentucky University. She was in Clay County
last June to visit her mother, according to the lawsuit, filed Friday
in U.S. District Court in London.
The lawsuit charges that her arrest on a charge of alcohol intoxication and a body cavity search were not justified, the Lexington
Herald-Leader reported. The alcohol charge was later dismissed,
the lawsuit said.
Named as defendants are the two guards, whose names weren't
known, and Jailer Kenny Price, as well as several other officials.
Price wasn't available for comment Tuesday.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) If Kentucky's highways and
byways look a little cleaner this
week, you can thank the Adopta-Highway program.
The Transportation Cabinet
says this is Adopt-a-Highway
Summer Scrub Week, and volunteers were expected to be out
across the state cleaning the
roadsides.
Volunteers adopt two-mile
sections of highway under a
contract with the cabinet. More
than 900 groups participate in
Kentucky's program, cleaning
some 6,800 miles of roadside
annually.
The cabinet says it spends
S5 million and 200,0(X) worker
hours every year removing
96,0(X) bags of highway litter
and that the Adopt-a-Highway
program helps save taxpayer
dollars.

Photo provided
COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP AWARD: Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 of Murray presented Treva and Eric Kelleher, Executive Director of Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens
Center, with the Community Leadership Award for their work during the ice storm of 2009.
Pictured from left are WOW members Jean Bird, Brooks Rose, with the Kellehers,
Nancy
Buchanan, WOW field rep.. Effie Kemp. president and members Dot Bazzell and luta Hutson.

Appeals Court to hear school assignment case .
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— The Kentucky Court of Appeals has
agreed to hear arguments in a case contending Jefferson County
children are guaranteed the right to attend the closest public
school.
Jefferson County Public Schools has argued that the district is
allowed by law to move students to other schools.
Jefferson County Circuit Judge Iry Maze dismissed the case last
August, noting that lawmakers changed the law in 1990.
Attorney Ted Gordon said in his appeal that the change proved
nothing, The Courier-Journal reported.
Oral arguments are scheduled for Aug. 24.

2nd Iraqi charged in terror case waives hearing
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP) — An Iraqi refugee charged with
trying to send weapons from the U.S. to al-Qaida operatives in
Iraq has waived his right to argue for release pending trial.
Scott Wendelsdorf, the public defender for 30-year-old Wand
Ramadan Alwan, opted not to pursue a bond hearing just before
the scheduled start of court proceedings in Bowling Green on
Wednesday morning.
Alwan is charged with conspiracy to kill a United States national conspiracy to use a weapon of mass destruction and attempting
to provide material support to terrorists.
Charged with Alwan is 23-year-old Mohanad Shareef Harnrnadi
He has waived his detention hearing.
Hammadi is charged with attempting to provide material support
to terrorists and knowingly transferring, possessing or exporting a
device designed or intended to launch or guide a rocket or missile.

Country singers may be part
of Ala. corruption trial
By PHILLIP RAWLS
Associated Press
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)
— A federal gambling corruption trial at the Alabama
Statehouse could look like a
countty music concert or a
political convention rather than
a court case.
The nine defendants in the
case that began this week
include VictoryLand casino
owner Milton McGregor and
four current and former state
senators. Prosecutors accuse the
group of swapping millions of
dollars for votes on legislation
that was designed to protect
electronic bingo casinos from
raids by former Gov. Bob
Riley's gambling task force.
Defense and prosecuting
attorneys read lists of possible
witnesses to potential jurors
Tuesday to get their reactions.
Attorneys say they may call
country stars George Jones;
Lorrie Morgan; and Randy
Owen, lead singer for the group
Alabama. All three supported
gambling legislation called
"Sweet Home Alabama" that's
at the heart of the trial.
Witnesses also may include
Riley, former Georgia Gov.
Sonny Perdue and other

Southern lawmakers.
Though the case revolves
around gambling, prosecutor
Steve Feaga told potential
jurors, "This case is not about
whether gambling is good or
bad for Alabama." He said it's
about whether there was a conspiracy to provide millions of
dollars to legislators in return
for their votes.
Feaga said the case is built on
wiretaps. from McGregor's
phone and others and recording
devices worn by cooperating
legislators.
McGregor's attorney, Bobby
Segall, said those recordings
will show his client said he supports candidates who support
his position, but nothing more.
Gambling operators profited
from electronic bingo machines
for several years until the task
force labeled them illegal slots
and began closing all casinos in
early 2010. All were closed
except the three operated by the
Poarch Creek Indians, who are
under federal supervision rather
than
state
supervision.
Gambling operators pushed a
proposed constitutional amendment to protect their gambling
halls and allow more to open.
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Federal immigration
enforcement strained
AP NEWS ANALYSIS
"My question would be are we
spending the money the right
way, and there I would have
a lot of concerns."
The first time someone is
caught entering the country
illegally usually results in a misdemeanor that leads to deportation or a maximum of six
months in federal custody. If
they are caught again — as often
happens — they are charged
with a felony count called illegal re-entry that carries at most
a two-year prison sentence or
more if they have a criminal
history. Some felony charges
ultimately are reduced to misdemeanors through plea bargains.
U.S. attorneys in numerous
states, including the four flanking the southern border, have
authorized accompanying fasttrack programs for felony
offenders that allow cases to
be resolved at warp speed.
The programs have raised
concerns about defendants' constitutional rights and the sheer
volume of work flooding the
courts. Critics say the programs overburden the court
system and distract authorities
from prosecuting major crimes.
The debate surfaced tragically on Jan. 8, the day of the
Tucson shooting rampage that
wounded Rep. Gabrielle Giffords.
Arizona's Chief Judge John
Roll, who died in the gunfire
at the Safeway parking lot,
had been pleading with Congress to hire more judges in
Arizona, the busiest corridor
for illegal immigration and drug
smuggling.
Roll was already overseeing a fast-track program for
felony crossers in the Tucson
courts.
The U.S. Sentencing Commission tracks the number of
people who repeatedly enter
the country illegally in a broad
sentencing category called
immigration crimes. The number of people sent to prison
for the primary crime of unlawfully entering or remaining in
the U.S. jumped from 6,513
in fiscal year 2000 to 19,910
in fiscal year 2010. Many people also were sentenced for
that crime plus other, more
serious offenses.
Many federal prosecutors in
border states say those penalties are making illegal immigrants think twice about trying to cross again.
"We've made tremendous
progress and are moving in a
direction where there are consequences of continuous efforts
to cross the border illegally.
The message has gotten back,"
said Arizona U.S. Attorney Dennis Burke.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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By AMANDA LEE MYERS
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) —
They shuffle into the courtroom in shackles, still wearing the dust-covered clothes-,
and shoes from when they
crossed the desert into the U.S.
from Mexico.
The 70 illegal immigrants,
mostly men and mostly in their
20s and 30s, fill the I6-seat
jury box and seven rows of
wooden benches normally
reserved for the public in Tucson's gleaming federal courthouse. The courtroom is expansive, with a regally high ceiling, and is filled with the pungent smell of dried sweat.
In only an hour or so, the
dozens of immigrants will agree
to plead guilty and be sentenced in a process that could
play out for months for most
federal defendants.
The scene offers a window
into a federal immigration
enforcement effort that is pushing the limits of the U.S. justice system, overwhelming federal judges and escalating the
ranks of Latinos sent to prison.
Expedited court hearings
along the border are a major
force driving a seismic demographic shift in who is being
sent to federal prison. Statistics released this week revealed
that Hispanics now comprise
'nearly half of all people sentenced for federal felony crimes,
a number swollen by immigration offenses. In comparison, Hispanics last year made
up 16 percent of the total U.S.
population.
Sentences for felony immigration crimes, which include
illegal crossing as well as other
crimes such as alien smuggling, accounted for about 87
percent of the increase in the
number of Hispanics sent to
prison over the past decade,
according to an analysis of
U.S. Sentencing Commission
data.
The trend has divided lawmakers and officials in the
courts and along the border.
Some politicians believe the
en masse hearings should be
expanded to deter illegal immiquestion
Others
gration.
whether the system actually
affects people seeking to cross
the border, while some contend the programs distract prosecutors from pursuing more
serious crimes.
"There is a use of criminal
justice resources that doesn't
make sense ... Are we just
running numbers so it appears
we're doing more on immigration and drug offenses or are
we doing anything worthwhile?" said Chicago federal
Judge Ruben Castillo, who
retired from serving on the
U.S. Sentencing Commission
for 11 years last December.
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Rural and urban, what's in a name
When I was growing up,
my cousin, Maureen, came to
my house to visit in the summer. In turn, I went back home
with her to spend time in Brooklyn. She called my suburban
New Jersey hometown "the
country," as if cows grazed in
bucolic meadows and daily
chores consisted of slopping
hogs and feeding chickens. I
thought of Brooklyn as "the
city," though when I went there,
we wandered the green fields
of Prospect Park, probably the
biggest wilderness I'd ever
experienced.
Over time, Maureen and I
learned that city and country
were relative terms, and that
stereotypes sometimes dominated discussion of the differences. That was long ago, but
there are still some misconceptions about rural areas that
affect the lives and health of
people like us, living in western Kentucky, parts of which
are indisputably rural.
A recent workshop in St.
Louis, hosted by the Association of Health Care Journalists, focused on the unique and
emerging needs of rural areas
in terms of health care. After
a full day of presentations
crammed with information and
insights relevant to rural areas,
I came back to Murray wanting to share some highlights
with Main Street readers.
The workshop began with
a question: What drives rural
health issues? The answers,
though not surprising, were
sobering.
Rural areas, for instance,
tend to have higher tales of
poverty that affect many aspects
of health care. Smoking, overeating, obesity, and lack of
access to health care may be

by-products of poverty. In rural
areas, people may be more
likely to be exposed to dumping waste and agricultural pesticides and fungicides, thus
leading to medical conditions
and maladies. Moreover, rural
areas have fewer medical specialists to deal with health
problems, with only 9% of
physicians in the U.S. practicing in rural areas.
When people in rural areas
need medical assistance, they
sometimes resist getting treatment because of the potential
lack of anonymity. Rural people seeking treatment for AIDS,
addictions and mental illness,
may avoid getting help because
they do not want others in
their small communities to
know their problems. Even
when an individual wants help,
access to professionals who
treat mental illness and addictions is not the same for rural
patients,• as compared t6 'their
urban counterparts.
Here in our county, we are
fortunate to be able to boast
some positive statistics about
health care. According to the
website of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, we have 75
practicing physicians in the
facility, covering 26 medical
specialties. Services include a
cancer center, an emergency
room, hospice, and a center
for geriatric behavioral health,
among others.
One silent medical problem
in rural areas is hunger. Related to that is limited access to
nutritional meals.
One of the workshop presenters on this topic, Barrie
Hardin, from the Area Agency
of Southeast
Aging
on
Arkansas, described dramatic
changes affecting food insecu-

that
rity
have
occurred in
rural
regions over
the past fifty
years.
"In
1951," she
explained,
"most families in our
area lived Main Street
Constance
on a farm, By
Alexander
with extend& Times
ed family Ledger
Columnist
nearby.
They raised
their own
meat and poultry, grew their
own vegetables, and went to
town once a week for supplies. If you got sick, you
called the doctor and he came
to you."
In contrast is today's situation. The rural population is
aging. The kids and grandkids
have moved elsewhere, in
search of education, jobs,
opportunities. The grocery store
may be 20 miles away, so an
elderly rural person may buy
food at a convenience store
that is closer to home. Prices
are higher, quality lower, and
healthy choices limited.
Ms. Hardin emphasized the
importance of programs like
Meals on Wheels to address
these needs, but pointed out how
declining government funding
is affecting individuals like
those she described. Since
Meals on Wheels. cannot get
to every home every day, frozen
meals are provided - where possible -- for the weekend. In
some domiciles, only one person is eligible for the service,
but sometimes meals are shared
between two or more When

people are too proud and they
wait to apply for help, the
delay may have dire results.
"We have a waiting list," Barry
Hardin said, "and waiting time
can be six months to a year.
Hunger is not confined to
the elderly. When school is
out and the kids who receive
breakfast and/or lunch at school
for free or at a reduced rate
are home for the summer.
hunger may be the price they
pay unless there is some kind
of intervention. In Murray, as
in other communities, churches and charitable institutions
prepare backpacks for these
kids, filling them with healthy
snack and cereals. Kids Against
Hunger Murray LLC is on Facebook.
During the discussion of
rural hunger, someone asked.
"How politically active is Meals
on Wheels?" There was no pat
answer. Budget cuts are affected by politics, and in soirie
locations fast food eateries that
promote unhealthy eating and
add to obesity, diabetes, etc.,
are given tax breaks.
Children who are hungry do
not perform as well in school
as children who are not hungry. People who eat right, in
general, are healthier than those
who do not.
In the end, hunger may cost
more than feeding people, but
those who are hungry in rural
areas, may not fare as well as
those in the city.
There were many other topics covered at the St. Louis
workshop last week, including
the challenges for journalists
covering disaster preparation
and its aftermath. Future
columns will address these
issues as they relate to rural
areas like ours.

Bowling Green terrorists and McConnell economics
Daily News
Bowling Green, Ky.
The discovery in Bowling
Green of two Iraqis who
allegedly were involved in supporting al-Qaida in an effort
to kill Americans sends a chilling reminder that the threat of
terrorism is widespread and
can even touch communities
seemingly safe from harm. On
May 31 in Louisville, two Iraqi
refugees who live in Bowling
Green were arraigned on federal terrorism charges. They
are accused of plotting to kill
American soldiers with explosive devices in Iraq.
Wald Ramadan Alwan, 30,
is accused of conspiring to kill
U.S. nationals overseas, conspiring to use a weapon of
mass destruction against Americans overseas, distributing
information on how to build
and use improvised explosive
devices, attempting to provide
material support to terrorists and
al-Qaida in Iraq and conspiring to transfer, possess and
export Stinger missiles, which
are capable of downing commercial aircraft as well as military planes.
Mohanad Shareef Hammadi, 23, is charged with attempting to provide material support to terrorists and to alQaida in Iraq, as well as conspiracy to transfer, possess and
export Stinger missiles.

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorialsfrom newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
While these men are innocent until proven guilty, the
case illustrates that terrorism
could be close at hand in any
community, not just major cities
such as New York and Washington. There is no evidence
to suggest that there was any
planned target in Bowling
Green, but the arrests should
serve to remind those Americans who believe the Patriot
Act reaches too far that our
government needs all the possible tools at its disposal to
prevent disaster from occurring in the United States.
The arrests also raise questions about how well our government is vetting refugees who
end up in communities across
the country.
We commend law enforcement for making these arrests,
should these ch arges prove to
be true.
It should be a comfort to
know that behind the scenes.
our law enforcement agencies
are being careful and diligent
in watching our communities
for signs of terrorism.

Herald-Leader
Lexington, Ky.
Before launching into a diatribe against the Environmental Protection Agency and
accusing the Obama administration of turning America into
a second-rate European nation,
Sen. Mitch McConnell was
making a lot of sense.
The Senate minority leader
kicked off his remarks to the
Kentucky Coal Association in
Lexington recently with a sober
assessment of the political challenges of taming the debt.
"The most rabid 'stop-spendMg-now ' people in America
don't want you to touch"
Medicare and Social Security,
he said. (Social Security,
Medicare and Medicaid make
up about half of the federal
budget.
He also offered a hopeful
view that the "moment has
come" for a historic agreement
on deficit reduction by early
August when Congress must
vote on raising the debt ceiling. Insisting that the best
time to get things done is under
government,"
"divided
McConnell cited several exam-

ples: tax and Social Security
reform by Ronald Reagan and
Tip O'Neill, welfare reform by
Bill Clinton and a Republican
Congress and achieving a federal budget surplus during the
second Clinton term.
Republicans have vowed to
reject any tax increases. But a
serious discussion of balancing the budget has to include
the revenue side.
There's no way to trim the
$14.3 trillion debt without
bringing in more revenue by
at least ending the Bush-era
tax cuts and returning tax levels to, say, those of the late
1990s when the government
was running a surplus and more
Americans than ever were working. Asked after his speech
how you could have an "adult
discussion" and leave out tax
increases, McConnell trotted out
that old supply side voodoo,
insisting that increased economic activity would increase
government revenues.
McConnell seems sincerely
excited about the prospect of
accomplishing something as
opposed to obstructing. But all
those bipartisan successes he
cites required both sides to
give. Negotiation; by definition, is built on compromise.
As the debt ceiling deadline nears, the Republican leader
should rise above partisan talking points and lead.
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Edward Rudolph Harrington, 87, of Paducah, died Tuesday, June
7, 2011 at Southgate Health Care Center. in
Metropolis, Ill.
He was a World War II veteran and of the Baptist
faith.
Preceding in death were two sisters, Frances
Meadows and Lois Montgomery; former wife, Jo
Ann Harrington.
He is survived by three sons, Alan Harrington of Paducah, David
Harrington of Murray and Richard Harrington of Murfreesboro,
Tenn.; seven grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Friday, June 10, 2011, at 1 p.m. at
Lindsey Funeral Home in Paducah. Burial will follow in the
Maplelawn Park Cemetery.
Visitation will be Friday, June 10, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at www.lindseyfh.com.

Dale Ray Harris

. .

Funeral services for Dale Ray Harris, 63, of Mayfield, formerly of
Lowes, will be held Friday, June 10, 2011, at 11 a.m. at Byrn Chapel
in Mayfield with the Rev. Ronnie Stinson officiating. Burial will follow at St. Jerome Cemetery.
Visitation will be tonight. Thursday, from 5-9 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Serving as pallbearers will be Algene Goatley, Erse! Rust, Danny
Buckman, Larry Buckman, Mako Nester and Jason Cain.
Harris died Tuesday, June 7, 2011, at 9:10 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital.
•
He was a member of Mayfield/Graves County Board of Realtors,
Kentucky Auctioneers Association and Kentucky Board of
Embalmers and Funeral Director's, honorary member. He was a former embalmer and funeral director for 20 years at Roy M. Lowe
Funeral Home. He was a licensed real estate broker and auctioneer
for 43 years and was first employed by his grandfather, Col. Paul
Wilkerson. He was the retired owner of Harris Real Estate and
Genella Murel Jones
Auction.
Genella Murel Jones, 77, of Kirksey, died Wednesday, June 8,
Preceding in death was his mother, Bonnie Wilkerson Harris.
2011, at 5:05 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Stella Louise Buckman Harris; two
She was a member of Lighthouse Missionary sons, Michael Dale Harris of Mayfield and Kenneth Paul Harris and
Baptist Church.
wife, Krystal of Murray; brother, Danny Harris and wife, Lisa of
Preceding in death were her husband, Jewell Mayfield; two sisters, Christy Tombs and husband, Lito, and Crecia
Jones; one granddaughter, Michelle Allen; one sis- Harris, both of Mayfield; two grandchildren; and father, E.E.
ter, Mildred Culver; and her parents, Rimon Colson "Buck" Harris of Mayfield.
and Lucy Bell Flood Colson.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Memorial and Honor
She is survived by one son, Larry Jones of Program,-St. Jude Childrens Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place,
Kirksey: four daughters, Carolyn Hudson of Memphis, TN 38105-1942.
Hardin, Elsie -Renfroe of Murray, Anne Jones of
Arrangements are being handled by Byrn Funeral Chapel.
Kirksey, and Teresa Manning of Benton; one brother, Bill Colson of Palma; two sisters, Hazel Jesse 'Bill' Williams
Jones
Underhill of Benton, and Pat Smith of Mayfield;
Funeral services for Jesse "Bill" Williams, 85, of Paris, Tenn., will
seven grandchildren, Tammy Wright, Amanda Jones, Layton be held Friday, June 10, 2011, at 2 p.m. at McEvoy Chapel in Paris,
Hudson, Lisa Hudson. Greg Renfroe, Arista Manning and Allison Term., with Bobby Campbell officiating. Burial will follow at
Manning; and eight great-grandchildren.
Hillcrest Memorial Park Cemetery.
Funeral services will be held Sunday, June 12, 2011, at 2 p.m. at
Visitation will be tonight, Thursday, from 4-8 p.m. and Friday,
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home with Lonnie Knight, Art Heinz after 10 a.m. at the funeral home.
and Elijah Balentine officiating. Burial will follow in the Pace
Williams died Sunday, June 5, 2011, at Plumley Rehabilitation
Cemetery.
Center.
Visitation will be Saturday. June 11, from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral
Born May 25, 1926 in Milan, Tenn.. to the late 011ie Blackman
home.
Williams, Sr. and Myrlie Jane Butler Williams, he was a pipe-fitter
Online condolences may be made at www.filbeckcannking.com. for Alcoa and was a member of Central Point Baptist Church.
Arrangements are being handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by his wife,
Home & Crematory.
Betty Dean Ford Williams, whom he married Feb. 18, 1948 and who
died Feb. 7, 2009; three sisters, Mary Helen Williams, Mozelle
Rockey Dale Robinson
Chilcutt and Glenelle Brooks; one brother, 011ie B. Williams, Jr.;
Rockey Dale Robinson, 47, of Murray, died Wednesday, May 11, and one grandchild, Shawn D. Williams.
2011, at his residence.
He is survived by a daughter, Mary Jane Williams Maynor
He was a member of Open Doors Community (Tanuni) of Norton, Ohio; sons. Jerald D. Williams and wife, Susie
Church and was a member of Christian Motorcycle of Clarksville, Tenn., Paul E. Williams and wife. Gayle of Grand
Association. He was an avid fisherman, hunter and Haven, Mich., 011ie B. Williams and wife, Anne of Brunswick,
Ohio, and Keith A. Williams of Cleveland, Ohio; a sister, Margaret
golfer.
He is survived by his wife, Patricia Marie Denton Young of Cleveland; one brother. Phillip Lincoln Williams of
Robinson; two sons, Caleb and Hunter Robinson; Cleveland; eight grandchildren, four step-grandchildren, 14 greathis father, Daryl Robinson, who died May 23, grandchildren, 10 step-great-grandchildren, 10 step-great-great2011; his mother, Kay Hopper and husband, Cecil; grandchildren; and special friends, Marilyn Glaab and husband.
three brothers, Ernie Robinson, Mike Robinson and Donald and Mason Sykes, all of Puryear. Tenn., and Matthew Sykes
Wayne Hopper; and one sister, Chi Lee Robinson. and wife. Stephanie of Nashville.
Online
A memorial service will be held Saturday, June
condolence
may
be
Robinson
made
at
11, 2011, at 10 a.m. at Open Door Community www.mcevoyfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by
Church, 130 Hidden Acres Rd., Paris, TN 38242 with Joe McClure McEvoy Funeral Home, Inc.
officiating.
A memorial reception will follow the service.
Herschel H. Pace
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Herschel H. Pace, 96, of Murray, died at 6:25 a.m. Wednesday.
June 8, 2011, at Spring Creek Health Care. Mr. Pace was born June
Bobbie Jean Fielder
17, 1914 in Calloway County and he Was an active member of
Bobbie Jean Fielder, 80, of Murray, died Tuesday, June 7, 2011, at Kirksey United Methodist Church, where he taught Sunday School
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
for 40 years. He was also a member of Temple Hill Lodge F&AM.
Born April 16, 1931 in.Calloway -County,jo .-the „He was ernployed.for,over 30 years at.Fitts. Block.,and Ready fsfix,•
late Finis and Annis Rixie Mctiiiston Th64.sOn,.
Mr: Pace is
by his wife-, Nadine.
(Giaban).Pacetti*bein
she was retired from Boone Cleaners after 40 years he4was.married Nov. 28,1935; one daughter, Jan Outland (Dale) and
and she was a member of the Green Plains Church one son, Ronald Pace (Janice), both of Murray; one brother, Homer
of Christ.
Hale Pace of Mayfield; five grandchildren. Lynn McBee, Jennifer
In addition to her parents, she was also preceded Hejduk, Leta Ann Hodges, Sherry Outland and Melissa Outland;
in death by one daughter, Peggy Adkins; one son, and four great-grandchildren, Heather Lane Jones, Alexis Jones,
James Michael Fielder; and one brother, Jerry Megan McBee and Justin McBee.
Thompson.
Mr. Pace was preceded in death by two sisters, Mary Belle
She is survived by her husband, James Fielder of McCallon and Willa Dean Locker. His parents were A.W. and Dona
Murray, whom she married Jan. 31, 1951 in (Hale) Pace.
Fielder
Corinth, Miss.; one daughter, Christie Thomasson
Graveside services will be held at 11 a.m. Friday, June 10, 2011,
and husband,"Buck" of Paducah; one son, Kevin Fielder of Murray; at Murray Memorial Gardens, with the Rev. Kendrick Lewis officitwo sisters, Kathy Lyons and husband, Wallace Swann and Sue ating. Friends may call from 5-8 p.m. tonight, Thursday, at BlalockBrandon and husband. Paul, both of Murray; eight grandchildren Coleman & York Funeral Home.
and several great- and great-great-grandchildren.
Online condolences: www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Donations:
Funeral services will be held Friday. June 10, 2011, at 11 a.m. in Kirksey United Methodist Church, 3665 Kirksey Road, Kirksey, KY
the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Danny Herndon 42054.
and Robert Meredith officiating. Burial will follow in the Creen
Arrangements
are being handled by Blalock-Coleman.& York
_ . .
Finieral,Home, Miirray.
Plains Cemetery.
. .
Visitation will be held tonight. Thursday, from 5-8 p.m. at the
This is a paid obituary.
funeral home.
Online condolences may be made at the www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
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Marjorie Jennings
Marjorie Jennings, 48, of Almo, died Monday, June 6, 2011, at the
Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Born Jan. 5, 1963 in Decatur, Ala., she was
presently employed with the Murray Women's
Clinic as a receptionist.
She was preceded in death by a sister, Carlene
Hall.
She is survived by her life partner and best friend,
Doug Hampton and his mother, Becky Hampton,
both of Murray; her mother, Janice Johnson of
Largo, Fla.; father, Raybon Johnson and wife,
Demaris of Decatur, Ala.; two brothers, Steven
Johnson of Derby. N.Y., and Carl Johnson of Bel
Jennings
Air Beach, Fla.
Visitation will be held tonight, Thursday, June 9, 2011, from 5-8
p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

,

Billy Joe

Saunders.

Billy Joe "Bill" Saunders'passecl to GOO'S loving.care on Feb- 8,
2011, at the age of 85. B.J. was the beloved husband of 58 years to
Charlene Orr Saunders, formerly of Murray. Father
of Cindy Saunders Kemp (wife of Franklin) of
Slidell, La., Shan Saunders (wife Garland) of
Savannah, Ga., Chris Saunders (wife Elizabeth) of
•Atlanta, Ga. and Russell Saunders(wife Kathy) of
Aiken, S.C. Grandfather of Courtney Kemp,
Christopher Saunders, David Saunders, Kelsey
Kemp, Jameson Saunders, Bryce Saunders and
Kathryn Saunders. B.J. was a long time resident of
Savannah, Ga., and most recently of Slidell, La. He
Saunders
was a U.S. Air Force veteran and served his country during World War 11. B.J. touched many young
lives as an educator and successful coach for over 37
years. B.J. began his career at McCallie in
Chattanooga, Term., and then St. John's in Houston.
Texas, and retired in 1989 after 31 years at Savannah
Country Day School in Savannah, Ga. He was a char
ter member of Windsor Forest Baptist Church in Savannah and an
active member of Grace Memorial Baptist Church in Slidell. He
graduated from Murray High School, Murray State University and
was a member of the 1948 Tangerine Bowl football team that recently celebrated their 60th anniversary in Murray. A funeral service was
held at Grace Memorial Baptist Church in February and
Celebration of Life Memorial was held at Savannah Country Day
School in March. Friends and relatives are invited to visit at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home on Saturday. June 11, from 10-11 a.m.
Interment will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
This is a paid obituary.

(The number of times published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.)

Senate showdown over
limiting debit card fees
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Consumers are caught in the
middle of a fight between financial institutions and merchants
as the Senate approaches a
showdown vote over whether to
block the Federal Reserve from
capping fees that stores pay
banks every time a shopper
swipes a debit card.
The vote, scheduled for
Wednesday, is the climax of a
long, expensive- lobbying battle
between two industries that law-

makers hate to cross because of
their influence back home and
their campaign contributions.
"Those are folks who have a
lot of presence in all our states,"
said Sen. Mark Pryor, D-Ark.,
who added he was undecided.
He said, -This is one of those
where people have friends on
both sides."
At stake is whether to slash the
$16 billion the Fed says merchants pay banks and credit card
companies for the 38 billion
times consumers use debit cards
annually.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S.. Sen. Mitch McConnell(R-KY.)

'361ARossell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
www.house.gov/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.)
SRC5 Russell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
.
Frankfort,.Ky: 40601
,
Room 329J, Capitols Annex'
1-800-372-7181

e-mail: melvl.henley@lrc.ky.gov
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Dow Jose Ind. Avg. —12.048.94 • 21.87
Air Products
90.80 + 0.20

Cranking Up the Word
to Povf`Jer Our Lives

Apple
AT&T, Inc.
BB&T

—332.24 + 0.20

HopFed Bank'..............A 9.04 13 7.55
164.32 + 0.65

IBM
Intel

.........

............21.82 - 0.24

.30.35 + 0.03

Kroger

.23.62 + 0.32

25.61 -0.19

Mattel

_25.23 - 0.44

Merck

15.79 + 0.22

Bank of America ............10.54 .0.11
Briggs & Stratton ............19.10 - 0.04
27.92- 0.07
Bristol Myers Squibb

Hardin Baptist Church Vacation Bible School
(for ages 3 years-5th grade)
June 12th—June 16th

.98.19 • 1.84
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp.....99.95 + 0.48
Daimler Chrysler
Dean Foods

Sunday, June 12th
VBS:4pm-5:30pm
Farm Festival: Immediately after
Monday - Thursday (June 13th - 16th)
6pm-8:30pm
*Supper provided each night.
6867 US Hwy 641 N. Hardin KY

68.73 • 0.05
_12.79 - 0.44

+ 0.01
.23.94- 0.12

Microsoft
J.C. Penney

.....30.71 - 0.93

...

PeRsico, Inc.

68.84 - 0.09

Pfizer, Inc.

20.68 - 0.06

Regions Financial

6.13 + 0.06

13.70- 0.25
General Electric --18.51 + 0.03

Sears Holding Corp

66.45.0.14

GlaxoStnithliline ADR _42.40- 0.43

US Bancorp

Goodrich

WellPoint Inc ....................75.52 -0.41

Exxon-Mobil

+ 0.76

Ford Motor

.85.10 - 032
Goodyear Tire & Rubber._.15.99 - 012

Time Warner

Wal-Mart

.......-34.84 + 0.02
+ 0.12
.33.49 - 0.14

HIWARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1.-8):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800-444.1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
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The Calloway County Extension office will
have the monthly Couponing 101 class
Friday,June 10, at 10 a.m. This month's class
will include making homemade laundry soap
and a coupon exchange. The public is invited
with no pre-registration required. Additional
parking is available across the street. For
more information, contact Ashley McKinney
or Cathy Smith at (270) 753-1452.

Datebook

The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday,
June 10, at 1 p.m. in the Community Room of
the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters of
all levels are welcome. For more information,
call Dot at 753-4803.
Sam Teague,
Community
editor

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

'Dine with Disney'tickets still available
Tickets are still available for the fifth annual Children's Tea Party
"Dine with Disney," presented by the Murray & Hazel Woman's
Clubs. This event will be held Sunday, June 12, from 3-4:30 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Clubhouse with pictures with Mickey and
Minnie beginning at 2:30 p.m. Reserved seating tickets are $25 per
person (donation to Red Cross) and activities include: a scene from
Mulan Jr., a Treasure Hunt, Pin the Nose on Mickey, silent auction,
door prizes and more. All proceeds benefit the local American Red
Cross. Tickets are sold at D.K. Kelley, MCCH Gift Shop, University
Book & Bean and the Red Cross office. For more info call: (270)
293-1388 or(270)836-4867.

Golden Pond area schools to hold reunion

Nelson and Schwettman

Ross and Hargrove

Donald and Carol Nelson of Jackson,Tenn., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Holly Elizabeth
Nelson,to Logan Thomas Schwettman,son of Thomas and Danielle
Schwettman of Murray.
Miss Nelson is the granddaughter of Jean McCoy and the late
Robert McCoy, as well as Robert and Fay Nelson, all of Jackson.
Mr. Schwettman is the grandson of Eddie and Virginia
Schwettman of Murray, and Robert and Linda Babb of
Madisonville.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Trinity Christian Academy
of Jackson and a 2010 graduate of the University of Tennessee
Health Science Center of Memphis, where she received a Bachelor
of Science degree in Dental Hygiene. Prior to attending the
University of Tennessee Health Science Center, she attended
Lambuth University, where she was a cheerleader, a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority and a Kappa Sigma sweetheart. She is
currently a Registered Dental Hygienist working for Dr. David B.
Travis, DDS in Paris, Tenn.
The groom-elect is a 2005 graduate of Calloway County High
school of Murray. Upon graduating, he attended Lambuth
University where he was a member of the baseball team and Kappa
Sigma fraternity. He is currently attending Murray State University,
pursuing a degree in Construction Engineering, as well as working
as an Assistant Project Manager and Estimator for W.D. Steele
Construction Services of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, June 11, 2011 at 6 p.m. at First
Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Jackson.

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Ross of Mayfield, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Brittany Lane Ross to Trey Jackson Hargrove, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hargrove of Murray.
Miss Ross the granddaughter of Judy Lane and the late Le,amon
Lane of Columbus and Bill and Peggy Ross of Mayfield.
Mr. Hargrove is the grandson of Benny and Wanda Jackson of
Palmersville, Tenn., and the late Betty Jackson of Murray, and
Francis Hargrove and the late T.C. Hargrove of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Mayfield High School and is
a 2010 magna cum laude graduate of Murray State University with
a bachelor's degree in Elementary Education. She is an alumna of
Alpha Omicron Pi.
The groom-elect is a 2006 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is a 2011 cum laude graduate of Murray State University
with a bachelor's degree in Secondary Education. He is an alumnus
of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
The wedding will be Friday, July 8, 2011, at 6:30 p.m. at Trace
Creek Baptist Church in Mayfield.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. Only out-of-town
invitations are being sent.

Kentucky attending more than
Special to the Ledger
60
events before returning to the
The Kentucky State Fair's
Exposition Center in
Kentucky
beloved mascots, Fairbear and
Fairabear, will be visiting the August for the Kentucky State
Murray-Calloway County Fair Fair. Don't miss the opportunity
on Wednesday, June 15. to meet Fairbear and Fairabear
Fairbear and Fairabear will be at the Murray-Calloway County
giving plenty of hugs and infor- Fair to learn more about the
mation about the 2011 Kentucky Kentucky State Fair.
For more information about
State Fair. The state fair will
take place Aug. 18-28 at the the Kentucky State Fair, visit
at
Kentucky Exposition Center in online
www.kystatefairexpo.org or call
Louisville.
Fairbear and Fairabear will the State Fair hotline at (502)
travel with Commonwealth of 367-5002.

Lisanby family to hold reunion
The Lisanby family reunion will be held Saturday, June 11, from
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. at Pennyrile Park in Dawson Springs. Families of
the late James Lisatiby are invited. For more information, contact
Celia Lisanby Rogers at(270)388-6072 or lisanbyr@bellsouth.net.

M1VLS Band to host fundraising event
The Murray Middle School Band will host a car wash at O'Reilly
Auto Parts on South 12th Street this Saturday, June 11, from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Donations will be accepted to benefit the annual spring trip
and special instruction for next year.
The family of Alvin and Tempie Scott will have a reunion Sunday,
June 12, at the George Weaks Community Center. A potluck meal
will be served at 1 p.m.

Cavaliers Quartet to perform
for its rigorous academics, is a
Special to the Ledger
GEORGETOWN, Ky. — The Christian liberal arts college
following local students were inspiring students to live, learn
among the 244 Georgetown and believe as global citizens.
College graduates to receive With roots dating to 1787,
the Georgetown, a Tier One
degrees
during
Commencement Ceremony on National Liberal Arts College,in
Saturday, May 14, in Davis- the U.S. News • and World
Report's annual college rankReid Alumni Gymnasium:
. Tucker Adams of Murray ings, is included among the
earned a Bachelor of Arts Forbes.com listing of America's
degree with magna cum laude best colleges, is among
of
Colleges
honors. He is the son of Randy America's
Distinction as recognized by
and Cindy Adams of Murray.
Peter Thackston of Murray Student Horizons,Inc. and is the
earned a Bachelor of Science only college in Kentucky named
degree with cum laude honors. both one of America's 100 Best
He is the son of.Barbara Sallin College Buys® and one of
Best Christian
America's
of Murray.
Georgetown College, known Colleges® by Institutional
Research and Evaluation, Inc.
Georgetown is also among a
select group of colleges and universities invited to membership
in the Southern University
Conference®. On the web:
w ww.georgetowncollege.edu

Sunday Services: Classes 10:00 AM
Worship 10:45 AM & 7:30 PM
Monday — Wednesday: 7:00 PM

Union Grove Church of Christ
Poor Farm Road, Murray, KY

Everyone is Cordially Invited to Attend

V-STAR will meet
Voices for Substance Abuse Recovery (V-STAR) will meet
Tuesday, June 14, from 12:15-12:45 p.m. at the Calloway County
Judicial Office, upstairs Law Library. Note location change.

Ladies Auxiliary Post 6291 will meet
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291
will have their regular monthly meeting on Saturday, June II,from
1-3 p.m. at the First Christian Church. All members are urged to
attend. For more information, contact Dorothy Daniels at 753-0049.
The Hazel Alumni Association will hold its 64th annual alumni
banquet and reunion Saturday, June 18, at 5 p.m. at the Family Life
Center, across from the Hazel Baptist Church. Cost is $15.
Reservations are encouraged by Monday, June 13, by calling president Hughes Bennett at (731) 498-8324, or secretary/treasurer
Peggy Taylor at(270)227-8946.

WKYFC to hold tryouts
West Kentucky Futbol Club will hold tryouts for the 2011-12 season at Hamilton Park, Mayfield, Thursday, June 16, at 6 p.m. and
Saturday, June 25, at 9 a.m. Applicants must attend one session.
New teams will be formed for age divisions U9 through U18.
Players must bring a properly inflated ball, water and wear appropriate soccer gear. For more information, visit www.wkyfc.com.
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The Cavaliers Quartet will perform at Coles Campground United
Methodist Church Sunday, June 12, at 6 p.m. The church is located
at 1449 Coles Campground Rd., Murray. For more information, call
(270)978-8053.

Fee days
scheduled
by MISD

Bro. Goad is a 1984 graduate
of Christian County High
School in Hoplcinsville, KY.
He holds degrees in
Accounting and Bible from
Lipscomb and Heritage
Christian. His association
with HCU started in 1997.
In addition to preaching,
his joys include golf,
hunting, fishing, music and
time with the family.

PHILIP P. GOAD,SPEAKER
June 12 - 15, 2011

2081

Main Street Youth Center to hold event
The Main Street Youth Center will hold a fundraising car wash
Saturday, June 11,from 9a.m. to 2 p.m. at Pizza Hut. Donations will
be accepted.

Scott reunion to be Sunday

Hear The Gospel of Christ
Presented by a Servant of God
Bro. Philip Goad is on the
staff of Heritage Christian
University where he serves
as the Director of University
Advancement.
In addition to his work
with Hal,he preaches in
several gospel meetings
each year.
He has been married for
23 years and is the father
of 2 children.

The annual Golden Pond area schools reunion will be held
Saturday, June 11, beginning at 10 a.m. at the Land Between the
Lakes Fenton Airport Pavilion. A potluck picnic will be at noon.
Former faculty members and students of all area schools are welcome. If flooding remains an issue, the reunion will be held at the
pavilion at the Golden Pond Visitors Center off of the Trace. For
more information, contact Joann Harvey at(270)522-3956;or Faye
Oakley at(270)271-2200.
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Special to the Ledger
The following fee dates have
been established for the Murray
Independent School District
respective schools:
Murray Elementary School
- July 21, 7:30 a.m. to noon;
"Back Yard Round Up Meet
The Teacher Night" - Aug. 8, 56:30 p.m.
Murray Middle School July 27,8 a.m. to 4 p.m., grades
4-5; July 28, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
grades 6-8.
Murray High School - Fee
Days will be offered the following dates from 9-11 a.m. and
then from 1-3 p.m. The office
will be closed for lunch from 11
. a.m. until 1 p.m:
Aug. 1 - seniors; Aug. 2 - juniors; Aug. 3 - sophomores; and
Aug. 5 - Freshmen Orientation
will be conducted from 9 dill
until 3 p.m.
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Mr. and Mrs. McAllister in 1961
Jim and Janice McAllister,909 Bee Creek
Drive, Murray, observed their 50th wedding
anniversary Friday, June 3, 2011. They were
married on that date in 1961.
They are hosting a weekend celebration
for their family at Kenlake Resort. On
Friday evening, June 10, family will be the
guests of Greg and Deanna McAllister for
dinner at Willow Pond Restaurant. Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. McAllister in 2011

June Ii, family and friends are invited to
dinner in the Garden Room at Kenlake
Resort.
The couple was married by Monsignor A.
Lisko at St. Mary's Church in David City.
Neb. Their attendants were Judy Snell, Greg
McAllister and Daniel Snell.
Mrs. McAllister is the daughter of the late
Lee and Catherine Snell. She is retired from

Mr. and Mrs. Don Jones

Enesco Corp. Mr. McAllister is the son of
the late Gilbert and Margaret McAllister. He
is a retired accountant.
They are the parents of Collette Stack of
Elk Grove
Allen McAllister of
Hoffman Estates, ill., and the late Robert
McAllister.
The are the grandparents of Brian, Katie
and Kevin Stack and Max McAllister.

Cybercave Academy to begin June 13
Special to the Ledger
Management (TSM). It gives and host security. Throughout MSU campus and time at the
The curriculum has been set. high school students the oppor- the second-year camp, campers MSU Recreation and Wellness
the activities planned, and the tunity to learn about a variety of will learn network defense tech- Center.
black-light cave is glowing. It's technology while introducing niques, network traffic analysis,
The
2011
CyberCave
time for the eighth summer of them to the college atmosphere how to bridge firewalls and Academy dates are set for June
Murray State University's through residential housing, much more. The second-year 13-17, June 27 through July 1
campus dining and other on- camp also includes a field trip and the Second Year Academy
CyberCave Academy.
and guest speakers.
CyberCave
Academy, a campus functions.
July 25-29. Visit the website for
Each summer there are two
Students attending camp stay more information, the Academy
telecommunications technology
camp for high school students, levels of camp offered. The on the Murray State campus for application, a promotional
will begin the first session June first-year camps are designed five days and are supervised by video, pictures, staff informa13. The mission of CyberCave is for students at any experience TSM student counselors as well tion and other important details
to expose high school students level. During first-year camps, as TSM staff. Although the about CyberCave: www.murto computer technologies students will learn everything majority of the time is spent in raystate.edu/tsm/cybercave. For
through hands-on, interactive from building networks to the lab, several other activities questions or comments, contact
installing and configuring net- are planned for the students to Amber Anderson at the Center
activities.
The camp is sponsored by the work applications. The second- enjoy during the week. These for TSM
by
e-mailing
Program of Distinction in year camp is aimed at returning activities include movie nights, amber.anderson@muffaystate.e
Telecommunications Systems campers and focuses on network scavenger hunts around the du or calling (270)809-3987.
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Ed Young and Dawn Shekell are the parents of a son, Kody Ray
Young, born May 17, 2011. at 2:18 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds one ounce and measured 18 3/4
inches. A sister is Kora Young.
Grandparents are Randy and Debbie Shekel! of Murray, Eddie and
Judy Young of Central City and Pat Pritchard of Campbellsville.

Welter earned degree
Special to the Ledger
Brett Aelter of Murray graduated with magna cum laude honors from
Murray
State
University on May 14, 2011. He
received a Bachelor of Arts
degree in Occupational Safety
and Health. He is the son of
Steve and June Welter.
Established in 1922, Murray
State University has become
known .through the years as a

ys

student-centered
university
where the emphasis is on academic excellence. For the past
20 years, Murray State has consistently been ranked by "U.S.
News & World Report" as one
of the top public universities in
the nation for its quality and
affordability in education.
Murray State University has an
enrollment of 10, 416 students.

Photo provided

MAGAZINE CLUB MEETING: The Murray Magazine Club
met Thursday, May 26, in the home of Sheila Henry, The
Lane. Pictured from left are Lois Keller, devotional, Henry,
hostess and Charlotte Gregory. program. The next meeting
will be Thursday. June 23, at Dumplin's with Annette
Alexander as hostess.
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808 Chestnut St. •(270) 761-3737

times from June 12-18, and is
broadcast on KET (Kentucky
Educational Television) and
through local cable systems.
Specific airing dates and times
can be found online at
www.roundaboutu.com.
Roundabout U is a weekly,
award-winning video magazine
produced by Electronic Media
Services at Murray State
University. Filmed in high definition, the show highlights
events throughout Kentucky and
the region. Visit www.roundaboutu.com for up-to-date information and clips from past
episodes. Fans can also follow
on Facebook and Twitter for
pictures, information
and
videos, and viewers can watch
past episodes on Roundabout's
YouTube page.
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Special to the Ledger
This week's episode of
Roundabout U finds hosts Sarah
Clark and Jim Carter in nearby
Paducah, which is situated on
the Ohio River.
Carter and Clark take viewers
to a Rotary Club meeting a catch
up with Dr. Randy Dunn,
Murray State University president, at the Luther F. Carson
Center in downtown Paducah.
The two head to the Dippin'
Dots headquarters to find out
from the founder, Curt Jones,
how the delectable treat is made.
They also make a stop at Murray
State's Paducah campus and
find out where Racer fans in
Paducah go to watch the Racers
play live.
This
installment
of
Roundabout U airs at various
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Call or Stop by l• or More information

ig. 2 - junnores; and
hientation
9 a.m.

Roundabout U
visits Paducah
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ALL NEW MEM6ERS IN
JUNE 6- JULY WILL IZICEIVE •
:
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING:
1 Month FREE Oym Membership
1 Month FREE Tanning
1 Month FREE Stimu-Light
FREE Total 6ody Soot Camp
FM Assessment with Personal Trainer

iry School
1. to noon;
Up Meet
Aug. 8, 5-

Don and Jan Jones observed their 25th wedding anniversary
Tuesday, June 7, 2011. They were married on that date in 1986 at
First Christian Church in Murray with Dr. Drexel Rankin officiating. Attendants were Marty Watson Johnson of Destin, Fla., Tricia
Owens of Paducah, Gene Jones of Murray and Larry Mooney of
Dix, Ill.
The couple returned to Murray in 2005 after having lived in
Birmingham, Ala., and Atlanta, Ga. since 1986. Prior to their marriage, Mr. Jones worked at General Tire Company and Ryan Milk
Company. He has been in the used car business since 1972.
In 1977, the former Jan Mooney began a career with the Bell
System in Paducah, and later transferred to Birmingham and then to
Atlanta where she retired in 1999. She then began a second career
in academia as a full-time faculty member of Shorter College in
Atlanta, where she was later appointed Dean of the Business
School. Known as "Dr. Jan" to her students, she took a faculty position with Mid-Continent University in Mayfield in 2005. Presently,
she dedicates herself to teaching for various online institutions
throughout the country.
Mr. Jones is the son of the late Edward and the late Clover Jones
of Murray. Mrs. Jones is the daughter of the late Raymond Mooney
and Velma Mooney of Dix. The couple are step-father and mother
to two sons, Brien Wood and wife, Tammy of Appleton, Wis. and
Brent Wood of Minneapolis, Minn.
They are "Papa Don" and "G.J." to three grandsons, Travis, Sean
and Seth Wood of Appleton. An infant grandson,Tanner Lee Wood,
died in 2000. The Jones' are also the "parents" of a Yorkie named
Zoe and a cat named Chloe.
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MSU GOLF

KHSAA STATE SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
CALLOWAY CO. VS. ASHLAND BLAZER•7 P.M. TODAY II OWENSBORO, KY.
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Murray State's Patrick Newcomb
carries a two-shot lead into today's
final round at the Kentucky State
Amateur.

RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times

County High School Wednesday
The Murray Fire Department escorts the Calloway County Lady Laker softball team's bus out of Calloway
the
First Region championship last
winning
after
morning. The Lady Lakers left for Owensboro to take part in the state softball tournament
week.

The wait is over!
CALLOWAY COUNTY RETURNS TO STATE
TOURNAMENT FOR FIRST TIME SINCE
2004 STATE TITLE RUN

RICKY MARTIN I Ledger & Times

Calloway County starting right fielder Neely Gallimore kisses the
2004 state championship trophy before boarding the bus for
Owensboro. All the Lady Lakers took turns kissing or touching the
trophy, held by Rosanne Radke.

By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
For the first time since winning
the First Region championship, Troy
Webb could finally focus on the
smaller things Wednesday morning.
Had the box full of chips been put
on the bus?
Did everyone pack socks in their
carry-on bags?
Did someone pack the Calloway
County flag in the trailer?
Having booked the hotel rooms,
arranged the transportation, completed his media obligations as well as
pore over scouting reports on
Ashland Blazer, Webb was only handling minor Issues as his Lady Lakers
prepared to load the bus for
Owensboro Wednesday morning,
which was just fine by him.
That meant his team was close to
finally just playing softball.
"We've been handling all the
logistics, doing the interviews, phone
calls, transportation, all of that stuff,"
Webb said as his Lady Lakers packed
their things."Now we can finally get
on the bus and get up there and get
down to what we want to do, and
that's play softball."
The Lady Lakers will do that
tonight at 7 p.m., with Sixteenth
Region champion Ashland Blazer

Winner, Winner
The Last 10 KHSAA
State Softball Champions
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001

Reidland
Owensboro Catholic
Greenwood
Greenwood
Pyle
Owensboro Catholic
Calloway Co.
Owensboro Catholic
Reidland
North Laurel

waiting, for what on paper, seems to
be a matchup of two even teams.
The Kittens are 29-8 on the season, and similar to Webb's Lady
Lakers, they have relied mostly on
one arm to get them there.
Eerily similar in fact.
Lindsey Rucker, the senior ace for
Calloway, has pitched 166 2/3
innings this season.
Her opponent tonight?
Kitten ace Katelyn Miller, who has
also thrown 166 innings.
Miller's record is 21-6, while
Rucker is just off the pace at 18-6,
but Rucker does hold the advantage
in one particular category.
While both pitchers have an ERA
below what it costs to buy a candy
mi See STATE,9A

MLB BASEBALL: ASTROS 4, CARDINALS I

Norris stifles Cards, Astros even series with win
Melancon yielded a two-out double to Albert
Pujols in the ninth before retiring Berkman for
his sixth save.
Norris, who entered the game averaging
By KRIST1E MEKEN
more than a strikeout an inning in his 50 previAP Sports Writer
ous major league appearances, struck out two
HOUSTON (AP) — Bud Norris took a no- and walked five in a game that tied the longest
hitter into the seventh inning and teamed with outing of his career.
Mark Melancon hold the St. Louis Cardinals to
Pence had an RBI triple to extend his careertwo hits • in the Houston Astros' 4-1 win best hitting streak to 19 games and help snap a
Wednesday night.
four-game skid for the Astros.'
Cardinals starter Jaime Garcia (6-2) allowed
Norris (4-4) pitched eight scoreless innings.
allowing only former Astro Lance Berkman's seven hits and three runs in five innings.
Norris walked the leadoff batter in the first.
solo homer with two outs. The blast on the fifth
pitch of the at bat sailed just over the glove of fourth and fifth innings, but faced the minimum
Hunter Pence and into the stands in right field. through five thanks to three double plays by
Norris watched the play before pounding his Houston's defense.
He walked Matt Carpenter with one out in
hand in his glove and wiping sweat from his
the sixth, but got his first strikeout of the game
cheek.
The 26-year-old in his second full season in to retire pinch hitter Daniel Descalso before sitthe majors relied on fastballs thrown between ting down Ryan Theriot.
90-95 mph mixed with sliders and changeups to
•See CARDINALS, 9A
keep the Cardinals off balance.

EIGHT SCORELESS INNINGS
LIVI' HOUSTON

PAT SULUVAN / AP

Houston's J.R. Towles, right, slides In to home plate
to score as St. Louis catcher Yadier Molina waits for
the ball in the eighth inning of Wednesday's game.

Newcomb
carries
two-shot lead
into Kentucky
State Am
final round
MARSHALL COUNTY
NATIVE BIDDING TO
BECOME SECOND
RACER TO WIN EVENT
IN 100-YEAR HISTORY
From MSU Athletics
Murray State golfer Patrick Newcomb
will carry a two-shot lead into the final
round of the 2011 Kentucky State
Amateur Championship Thursday at
Kearney Hill Golf Links in Lexington,
Ky.
Newcomb, a junior to be in the fall at
MSU, carded scores of 68-69=137 at the
Kearney Hill course that is playing to a
par of 72 and 7,100 yards.
The Benton native has a two-shot lead
on his nearest competitor, Chris Morris of
Maysville, who had recorded scores of
69-7139.
Only one other Murray State player
has ever won Kentucky's most prestigious amateur title that is celebrating its
100th year inn 2011. Former Racer Chris
Wilson of Mayfield, won the event in
1992.
"I feel good and I'm sticking to my
game plan," Newcomb said. "Today the
course played a lot tougher. You can't try
to do too much,the ball is running out and
there are four or five holes that you really
have to watch it. I'm going out tomorrow
and play my game and we'll see what
happens."
Former Racer, Hunter Ford of Paducah
is in fourth place after 73-69=152.
Current Racer Hunter York of Hardin,
is in 61st place with rounds of 74-78=152.
The top 71 players at 152 made the
cut.
Among those who failed to make the
final round include: former MSU player
Kyle Shirley of Scottsville, with scores of
72-76=158 and current MSU player Lars
King of Livermore, with rounds of 8278=160.
Newcomb's final round tee time is
9:09 a.m. central time.

STANLEY CUP FINALS:
BOSTON 4, VANCOUVER 0

Bruins rout
Canucks,
even series
By GREG BEACHAM
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP)— Just three days after
the Bruins staggered back to Boston,
they've barged right back into the Stanley
Cup finals with two brilliant blowout wins.
Tim Thomas made 37 saves in his third
shutout of the playoffs, Rich Peverley
scored two goals after replacing injured
Nathan Horton on Boston's top line, and
the Bruins emphatically evened the finals
at two games apiece with a 4-0 victory
over the foundering Vancouver Canucks in
1111 See CUP, 9A
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From Page 8A
her in the top three or four who knows a lot about winning
bar and a Coke, Rucker has pitchers in the state," Webb state
championships
—
been a model of control in her said. "...She isn't just a pitcher Reidland head coach Tony
32 games this season, walking though either, she can hit too. Hayden.
only 18 of the 615 batters she's She leads them in hitting, and
Hayden led his Lady
so she's a good player from Greyhounds to a state champifaced.
Meanwhile, Miller has what I understand."
onship last season, and texted
Other than what's on the stat his good friend Webb over the
issued 43 free passes, something neither team wants to do sheet, that's about all Webb and weekend with some advice.
once the lights are on at the his coaching staff know about
"He said that now is the
the far eastern school that is time to get their heads screwed
state tournament.
Miller does have one other making its third-straight state back on straight," Webb said.
area, however, that sets her a tournament appearance.
"He said that they have a big
The Lady Lakers are going task at hand, and I relayed that
bit apart.
The pitcher is hitting a back for the first time since to the kids.
team-high .408 this season with 2004, when they beat then-No.
"We have had a week since
eight stolen bases and three 1 ranked Owensboro Catholic playing, so now that we have
twice en route to the state everything out of the way, we
home runs.
have to get the focus back on
Webb said Miller may be championship.
Webb knows the First what got us here, and that's
one of the more dangerously
skilled players his Lady Lakers Region is always a tough out at playing good softball."
the state level, and he has gothave faced.
The Lady Lakers took turns
"Everything I've heard puts ten a little help from someone kissing the 2004 state champi-

onship trophy as they boarded
the bus Wednesday morning,
hoping to take some of that
magical state run from seven
years ago with them to
Owensboro this week.
Webb said he sent out a text
message to his players Tuesda
night, telling them to believe.
"I said, 'Dream big tonight,
we have a big task at hand and
our journey starts tomorrow.
Dream big and you have to
believe.—
The Lady Lakers arrived in
Owensboro Wednesday morning and held a light practice at
Owensboro
Apollo
High
School at 2 p.m.
Calloway will see Miller
and Ashland Blazer at 7 p.m. in
the double-elimination tournament.

2011 KHSAA FAST PITCH SOFTBALL STATE TOURNAMENT
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SCOREBOARD
Prep Softball
KHSAA Fast Pitch Softball
State Tournament
(at Jack Fisher Park Owensboro)
Today
Calloway Co vs Ashland Blazer, 7 p m
Major League Baseball
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W L Pct G8
Boston
35 26 574
New York
33 26 559
1
Tampa Bay
32 29 525
3
Toronto
31 30 508
4
Baltimore
29 31 483 5 1/2
Central Division
W L Pct GB
Cleveland
34 26.567
—
Detroit
33 28.541 11/2
Chicago
30 33 476 5 1/2
Kansas City
26 35 426 8 1/2
Minnesota
23 38.37711 1/2
West Division
W LPct GB
Texas
35 28 556
—
Seattle
31 30.506
3
Los Angeles
30 33.476
5
Oakland
27 36.429
8

San Francisco
Anzona
Colorado
Los Angeles
San Diego

W
35
33
29
29
28

L Pet GB
27 565
—
29 532
2
32 475 5 1 2
34 460 6 1 2
35 444 712

Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cubs 4. Cincinnati 1
San Francisco 3, Washington 1
Colorado 5, San Diego 3
Pittsburgh 3. Arizona 2. 12 innings
Philadelphia 2. L A Dodgers 0
Atlanta 3. Florida 2. 10 innings
Houston 4, St Louis 1
N Y Mets at Milwaukee. late
Thursday's Games
Arizona (Collmenter 4-1) at Pittsburgh
(Karstens 3-4), 6 05 p m
Chicago Cubs(R Wells 1-1) at
Philadelphia (K Kendrick 3-41, 605 pm
Atlanta (Jurnens 7-2) at Florida (Volstad
2-5), 6.10 p m
St. Louis (Lynn 0-1) at Houston (HaPID
3-7). 7-05 p.m.
N.Y Mets(Nese 4-5) at Milwaukee
(Gallardo 8-2). 7 10 p.m
L A Dodgers (Kershaw 6-3) at
Colorado (Nicasio 1-1). 7 40 p m
Washington (L Hernandez 3-7) at San
Diego (Harang 6-2) 9 05 p m
Cincinnati (Cueto 2-2) at San Francisco
(Bumgarner 2-7). 9 15 pm
Friday's Games
Chicago Cubs at Philadelphia. 6.05
pm
N V Mets at Pittsburgh, 6:05 p.m.
Arizona at Florida, 6 10 p.m.
Atlanta at Houston. 7:05 p.m.
St Louis at Milwaukee. 7.10 p.m
LA Dodgers at Colorado. 7.40 p.m.
Washington at San Diego, 905 p m
Cincinnati at San Francisco. 9.15 p.m

Wednesday's Games
Minnesota 3. Cleveland 2. 10 innings
Boston 11, N.Y Yankees 6
Baltimore 3. Oakland 2
Texas 7 Detroit 3
Seattle at Chicago White Sox. late
Toronto at Kansas City, late
Tampa Bay at L A Angels. late
Thursday's Games
Toronto (R Romero 5-5) at Kansas City
(Hochevar 3-6), 3 10 p m
Boston (Beckett 4-2) at N Y Yankees
iSabathia 7-3), 6.05 p.m.
Seattle (Fister 3-6) at Detroit (Vertander
6-3). 6-05 pm
Oakland (Cahill 6-3) at Chicago White
Sox (Buehrle 5-41. 7.10 p m
Texas ID Holland 5-1) at Minnesota
(Blackburn 5-4), 7 10 p m
Friday's Games
Cleveland at N Y Yankees. 605 p.m
Seattle at Detroit 605 pm.
Tampa Bay at Baltimore. 605 p m.
Boston at Toronto. 607 pm
Oakland at Chicago White Sox. 7 10
pm
Texas at Minnesota. 7:10 p.m.
Kansas City at L A Angels. 9-05 p.m

NBA Playotf Glance
All Times CDT
FINALS
(Best-of-7)
Miami 2, Dallas 2
Tuesday. May 31 Miami 92. Dallas 84
Thursday, June 2 Dallas 95. Miami 93
Sunday, June 5: Miami 88 Dallas 86
Tuesday. June 7 Dallas 86. Miami 83
Thursday, June 9 Miami at Dallas 8
pm
Sunday. June 12 Dallas at Miami. 7
pm
x -Tuesday. June 14 Dallas at Miami 8
pm

National League
All Times CDT
East Division
W L Pct GB
Philadelphia
37 25 597
Atlanta
34 28 548
3
Florida
31 29.517
5
New York
29 31.483
7
Washington
27 35 435
10
Central Division
W L Pct GB
St Louis
37 26 587
—
Milwaukee
34 27557,- , 2
Cincinnati
32 31 50, 5
Pittsburgh
30 30 500 5 1/2
Chicago
24 36 40011 1,2
Houston
24 38 38712 1/2
West Division

NHL Playoff Glance
All Times CDT
STANLEY CUP FINALS
(Best-of-7)
Vancouver 2. Boston 1
Wednesday. June 1 Vancouver 1
Boston 0
Saturday. June 4 Vancouver 3 Boston
2, OT
Monday, June 6 Boston B. Vancouver 1
Wednesday. June 8 Vancouver at
Boston. 7 p m
Fnday. June 10 Boston at Vancouver. 7
pm
x-Monday, June 13- Vancouver at
Boston. 7 pm
x-Wednesday. June 15 Boston at
Vancouver, 7 p.m.
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From Page 8A
Game 4 on Wednesday night.
Michael Ryder and Brad
Marchand also had goals for the
Bruins, who chased Roberto
Luongo early in the third period
after Vancouver's star goalie
allowed his 12th goal in less than
two games.
The finals are now a best-ofthree, with Game 5 in Vancouver
on Friday night.
Game 6 is Monday night back
in Boston. After outscoring
Vancouver 12-1 in the last two

games, the Bruins are halfway to the Presidents' Trophy-winning of the series after incurring a seritheir first NHL title since 1972 Canucks, who were inexplicably ous concussion early in Game 3
— but they'll have to win at least passionless in Boston.
on a hit from Vancouver defenseonce on the West Coast.
Vancouver needed just one man Aaron Rome, who was susBoston opened its first finals win in Boston to earn the chance pended for four games.
trip in 21 years with two deflat- to win the franchise's first cham- •
ing one-goal losses last week in pionship on home ice. Instead,
Vancouver. but the Bruins have the Canucks headed home with
wrested all momentum from the huge questions about their mensuddenly shaky Canucks with tal toughness, defense and goaltwo thoroughly dominant wins.
tending.
Luongo gave up four goals on
The Bruins rolled on an emo20 shots before Cory Schneider tional high that began with a stirSMAKE RS:
replaced him, ending yet another ring pregame tribute to Horton.
,Jay Min,
211111tt Martha,
shaky defensive performance for The right wing will miss the rest
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MURRAY HOME
& AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST • 270-753-2571
www.murroyhomeandauto.com

5:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Page 8A

Clint Barmes made a diving
catch on a ball hit by Jon Jay for
the first out of the seventh
inning. Norris pumped his fist
excitedly after Barmes made the
belly-flopping grab. Pujols followed with a long fly out to center field before the homer by
Berkman, who played 12 seasons for the Astros.before a trade
last year.
Berkman, who also homered
on Tuesday night. was booed as
he rounded the bases on his 14th
home run that made it 3-1.
Norris walked Carpenter with
two outs in the eighth inning
before he struck out pinch hitter
Mark Hamilton.
The speedy Jason Bourgeois.
who was making his first start
since coming off the disabled
list on this weekend, singled in
the fifth inning before stealing
second base and reaching third
on a lineout by Jeff Keppinger.
He made it 3-0 by scoring on a
single by Jason Michaels.

EVERYONE
INVITED!!

MATT'S
PC CHAT
by
Matthew
Barnes
Hello fesItnottTy Faithusiasts' Matt here
stilly this week's PC Chat A problem
!luny of our customers rai..e is the loss of
pimsonal data In today's world. so mut:
.4 our personal intormation is kept on a
.omputer that it beetnnes essential to prok•et it. It you are a business, this data is
.ihsotuicI cixisiil to scenic Fortunately.
,here are a number ot way in vi his It consurfkl-s can protect their most important
data One way, and probably the most
reliable is
online back up A
,ompany called Mot) Tr,iallies in this
sea ice and has sased computer data tot
thousands of consumers around the
nation Once the ,ervii..e is installed on
talti• Computer. II is ill autormakall), store
our data daily to an otIhrie location.
olhate likation protects i)ti Irom
.in', phydeal daniace that your eompriter
rica undergii. Fire. theft, and loss ale not
pro entable. hut this sCIA
protects trti front all possihilities In addition. all ',on has, to do to access your
data is has e an Internet connection If
%IV need something from !.our fiks
'don't haw. your computer V11111
Mii,r!, allows !,i4.1 In access 5,
through the interned Its kom
.unpuallel and highly elltslive
way to se,tite data is through
hard dris es lbws,. des ices are fair!) i•
pensive to puieliase and can he sitsred
accessed as :.ou is I,11 Mak: the,
,,ire a
safety precaution. it is impiinani
remember the are sitsteptible I(,
same ptnsk:al dainage as you' .
so they must he handled unit i.,
can hminer, be an 'newer's],
create a data ha4d. up Here at I
C'omputer Sv steins. ise sell b
Isis. We have mans saiistied .
set up kith Mois and t‘‘. !visor
not
addition.
hard tIMes tan
..11
111 .00til needs
square lot
'
70
L nirk
us and
loin its
1111.1(t! 1.1 01

Invite Your Friends

EILUEGFRAsS
5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Event Location:
Hardin Baptist Church
at the Point (downtown I. Stifle)
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HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

TUESDAYS WITH MORRIE: Joshua Byrne, left, and Edwin
Richerson rehearse a scene last week for "Tuesdays With
Morrie, which premieres at Playhouse in the Park Friday and
runs June 10-19. Show times are 7 p.m. Fridays and
Saturdays and 2:30 p.m. Sundays. For tickets. call 759-1752
or visit www.playhouseinthepark.net.

The Homeplace
presents Children's
Day at LBL
Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, Ky.- The Homeplace staff at Land Between
The Lakes National Recreation Area presents "Children's Day:
Colors on The Farm" on Saturday, June 11. The day will celebrate
the International Year of Forests by focusing on how farm families
used the forest to color their lives.
Activities will be taking place on the Homeplace farm from 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. Mother Goose stories and group games will. be
offered throughout the day at 10-11 a.m., 11 a.m. to noon, 1-2 p.m.
and 3-4 p.m.
"Come to The Homeplace to celebrate the International Year of
Forests and experience the bright colors that filled the lives of
1850's farm children," said Cindy Earls, special events coordinator
for the Homeplace."Learn how natural dyes colored their clothing,
minerals and plants colored their furniture and homes and colorful
folktales entertained them."
Nashville native and professional storyteller Cherri Coleman will
be at the Homeplace to charm children with her whimsical portrayal of Mother Goose. Her folklore and traditional tales include
games,songs and hands-on discovery for young and old alike.
The Homeplace is located in the Tennessee portion of LBL. Pack
a picnic lunch, bring your camera and come ready for an enjoyable
day of fun and discovery. The day offers a variety of activities for
all ages, but is especially geared toward ages 5-12 and home educators. Come out and experience a farm child's life and be entertained
by Mother Goose and her stories. Both children and adults will be
sum to use their imaginations as they learn about life in the 1850s.
Land Between The Lakes is managed by the Forest Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, in partnership with "Friends of LBL," to
provide public lands outdoor recreation and environmental education. We encourage visitors to review our website at www.lbl.org
each season,and throughout the season, for our Calendar of Events,
updates on programs and policies, safety information, and temporary trail and road closures. Additional LBL and "Friends of LBL"
information is also available on our website or by calling 1-800LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000.

Twilight Theatre
presents one-acts
Special to the Ledger
Twilight Theatre Productions offers a unique opportunit) tor theatergoers this summer - three original plays in one evening.
Directed by Charles Edward Hall and produced by Shirley Teach
Johnson. each play makes its stage debut at Kentake State Resort
Park in Aurora, Kentucky on Friday, June 24.
The three one-act plays include "Hills Like White Elephants" by
Chan Chandler. adapted from Ernest Hemingway's classic story:
"Cheez Doodles" by Steve Adams,an original dark comedy about a
true event in the South; and "The Circus Still Comes to Town" by
Tom Cavanaugh, a romantic story about a small town girl finding
her way.
Performances are Friday and Saturday evenings. June 24 - July
30. Dinner will be prepared by Kenlake Chef Bob Engleman, and
begins at 6:30 p.m. Shows begin at 8 p.m. Reservations are required
and should be made by Wednesday preceding the show. For more
information or to make reservations, call (270)436-2399.

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. - The
Carson Center is excited to
announce that one of the hottest
country groups today, Little Big
Town, is performing in Paducah
at 7:30 p.m. July 15. Tickets can
be purchased at the box office
Monday through Friday from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. by calling (270)
450-4444 or visiting www.thecarsoncenter.org.
Little Big Town has sold 1.7
million albums and garnered
four Grammy nominations.
Little Big Town just toured with
Sugarland on the Incredible
Machine Tour and has dates this
summer with Tim McGraw,
Blake
Shelton,
Martina
McBride and Darius Rucker.
Little Big Town's current
album, "The Reason Why,"
debuted at No. I on the
Billboard Country chart and
fastest-rising single, "Little
White Church," is a top-10 song
at Country Radio. Other hits on
that
include
album
"Boondocks," "Bring It On
Home," "Good as Gone," "A
, Little More You," and "Fine
Line.- "The Road to Here" was
nominated for Album of the
Year, and critical acclaim and
end-of-year "best" lists have
been copious. Awards include
eight CMA nominations and
2007 ACM Top New Vocal
Group. Founded in 1998, Little
Big Town has comprised the
same four members since its
inception: Karen Fairchild,
Kimberly Schlapman. Jimi
Westbrook. and Phillip Sweet.
The quartet's musical style
relies heavily on four-part vocal
harmonies, with all members
alternating as lead singers. To
learn more, visit www.littlebig-

CASTING
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\\CIT.'S REAL
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CFSB ARENA
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• Draffenville's Kentucky
Opry presents the Stars of
Tomorrow show at 7:30 p.m.
Friday and Terry Lee and the
Rock A Boogie Band at the
same time Saturday. At 10:30
a.m. each Sunday, they also
host Kentucky Lake Cowboy
Church. For tickets to shows,
call (270) 527-3869 or 1-888459-8704.

Friday, July 1, 2011
1:00 p.m. - Shotgun Start
Rain Date: Friday, July 8, 2011

Location
Murray Country Club
Murray, Kentucky
Entry Formal
Two-person scramble
108 players

LEI $55.1MG-III%

2011/
Max Hipinorial
Golf Totriament

Awards
Prizes will be awarded to the 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th and

First Place - $100 Pro Shop Gift Cert.
5th, 10th, 15th, Last Place - $50 Pro Shop Gift Cert.
Prize!
Longest Drive on #14
Prize!
Within 20' of pin on 02 and #11
Prize!
Closest-to-Pin on #7
(multiple winners)
1/17 HOLE-IN-ONE
SPONSORED RI...
Door Prizes will be drawn at the close of the tournament!

Sponsorship
$150 provides the sponsor with a sign and two player passes;
Both players must be registered by June 20, 2011.

sort syttO
1
:

To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague at 753-1916 or
hteaguegmurrayledger.corn.
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Date & Time

• Maiden Alley Cinema presents the 2000 Academy Awardnominated movie "The Straight
Story" at 6:30 p.m. Monday as
part of its Faith in Film series.
For details and other show
times, visit wwwmaidenalleycinema.org.

• The Badgett Playhouse in
Grand Rivers presents "Pickin'&
Ghnnin- through Aug. 11. For
tickets or more details, visit
www.grandriversvariety.com or
call 1-888-362-4223.

MURRAY STATE

Mt KRAY. KY /17 PM

Golden
Pond
• The
Planetarium in Land Between
the Lakes presents laser light
shows Tuesdays. Fridays and
some Saturdays at 7 and 8:30
p.m. For more information, visit
www.lbl.org or call (270) 9242000.

• Janice Mason Art Museum's
Biannual Juried Show will run
through June 29 at the museum, located in downtown Cadiz.
The exhibit features work from
Murray residents Jennifer
Fairbanks and Robin MartinHolmes. The museum is open
Tuesdays through Saturdays
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Sundays from 1-4 p.m.

ROWNS

WOOD

ATTORNEY AT LAW

ENTRY FORM
Murray Country Club
July 1,2011

Player #1
Player #2
We have been sponsored by

IF YOU HAVE AN EVENT
YOU'D LIKE TO ANNOUNCE
CALL US AT 753-1916

1
1 Entry fee of $100/team or $150 for sponsor/team must be enclosed.
i Detach completed entry form, enclose check for $100 and mail to:
i
Rotary Golf Tournament
P.O. Box 411
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Mal Hurl ‘Iemorial I
i
Golf T911111011411 I
ellb

dll.

ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY JUNE 20, 2011

I
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error Murray Ledger & Times will be
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PUBLIC NOTICE

BUDGET SUMMARY
AN ORDINANCE Relating to the Annual Budget and Appropriations.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE FISCAL COURT OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, KY
WHEREAS,the proposed budget was tentatively approved by the fiscal court on
the 17 day of May 2011 and approved as to form and classification by the State
Local Finance Officer on the 24th day of May 2011.
SECTION ONE The following budget is adopted for the Fiscal Year
2011-12 and the amounts stated are appropriated for the purposed indicated
11 General Fund
$2.167,325 00

General Government
Protection to Persons and Property
General Health & Sanitation
Social Services
Recreation & Culture
Leasers)
Capitol Projects
General Services
Contingent Appropriations
Fringe Benefits (Employer's Share)

Total

$81,757.00
$313.835.00
$39,700.00
$137,746.00
$75,000.00
$226,000.00
$255,900.00
$100,000.00
$205.000.00
$3.602.263.00

21 Road Fund
$1,877,855.00
$200,000.00

Roads
Lease4s
Capitol Projects
General Services
Contingent Appropriations
Fringe Benefits Employer's Share)

$37,100.00

$70,000.00
$288,588.00
'Dotal

$2,2241543,e0

3) Jail Fund
Protection to Persons & Property
General Services
Contingent Appropriations
Fringe Benefits r Employers Share)
Jail

Total

$1,417,078.00
$68,825.00
$10,722.00
$390,075 00
111A36,1(Kag)

t 41 LGEA Fund
Roads
LGEA

Total

$5,000.00
115,(gt0,09

16)JAIL GRANT

$1,057,953.10

Capitol Projects
Contingent Appropriations

$0.00

GRANT TOTAL

91 057.953.10

120) JAIL CONSTRUCTION
$100.00

Holding Company Bonds
Contingent Appropriations

JAIL

Total

taraafipM

SECTION THREE. This ordinance becomes effective upon
and publication.

patoiage

All interested persons and organizations in Calloway County are hereby notified
that a copy of the county's proposed budget in full is available for public inspection in the office of Co. Judge/Exec. Larry Elkins during normal business hours.

010
Leal
Notice

A final settlement of
the accounts has been
filed in Calloway District
Court by Anita Smith
as Administratrix in the
estate of lbmrny Smith.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
County
Calloway
District Court on or
hearing,
the
before
which is set for 9:00 a.m.
On 6-27-11.
Linda Avery/Circuit
Court Clerk

The Murray Ledger & Times is currentl)
accepting resumes for energetic, outgoing individual for Advertising Sales Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans. salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Help Wanted
Staff Writer and Photographer
The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in
Murray. Ky., is currently seeking an energetic, selfstarter to fill the position of Staff Writer and
Photographer. This person's responsibilities will
include .covering meetings, breaking news, writing
feature stories, taking photographs, assisting with
layout, uploading items to the web and other basic
news teporter duties. A working knowledge of
Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plus.
Proficiency with a 35mm camera also helpful. A
bachelor's degree in journalism or communications
is preferred. Send resume and clippings to: Greg
Travis, editor. The Murray Ledger & Times, 1001
Whitnell Ave.. Murray. KY 42071; or e-mail:
editor(i'murrayledger.com.

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

• Gariano

Articles
For Sale
58" oak
42" x
table/leaves/4 chairs
Stainless
$150.00.
sink-22"x33".
steel
$75.00. Cultured marble vanity sink 36"x22"
$75.00.
978-2911
42"x58" Oak table/1
leaf/4 chairs $150,
stainless steel sink
22"x33" $75. Cultured
marble vanity sink
36"x22" $75. 978-2911

Designer I / II
Briggs & Stratton is the world's largest manufacturer of
air cooled engines and is seeking a Designer
Applicants must meet the following Minimum

qualifications
Associates degree in mechanical design or two years
of equivalent design experience
Minimum of two years of design experience preferred
Visual acuity and design techniques to produce basic
30 layouts by assembling existing components Or
assemblies to verify clearances. etc
Ability to calculate dimensions and specify allowances
and tolerances in accord with standard practices
Ability to complete required tolerance studies of
complexity consistent with level of design work
assigned
Proficient in math, including trigonometry and a basic
understanding of geometric tolerancing
Ability to plan effectively for the timely completion of
scheduled work
Working knowledge of the physical properties and relative cost of matenals
Working knowledge of some manufacturing processes
(stamping, die casting. etc (and assembly techniques
Basic understanding of standards and application of
same in an engineering environment (ANSI. ASME.
SAE)
Basic knowledge of engineering related computer
systemslcapabilities
Basic knowledge of internal combustion engines and
their construction
interpersonal skills necessary to the nature of the job
Good organization and time management skills necessary to pnontize and manage multiple assignments.
ability to react quickly in a fast-paced changing
environment

Band sawn cypress
lumber. 1x4 through
1x12, 8' long through
16' long. KT&L Timber
company. Greenfield.
TN. 731-235-3858
office.
731-571-3499 cell.
(2
lot
Cemetery
spaces) in Murray
Gardens,
Memorial
3223 Hwy 641 N., lot
44, block B. section 1,
Garden of Chrstus.
Contact
Harold Howard,
Memphis (901 -388or
2165
h howa rd 1 @comcast
net
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
at
bargains
has
Trends-N-Treasures.
coins.
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161

Designer's job will consist of the following
responsibilities
Design components or tooling
Prepare layouts and designs from data and
specifications
Process ECRs and ECNs with marked up bills of
materials as needed, under supervision of an engineer
Detail complicated drawings, such as cylinders and
assembly draw2ings
Perform other duties and responsibilities as requested
or required

Inventory liquidation.
Ove 5000 dvd's as low
as $2.95. Video Gold
1304 Chestnut .
270-759-4944
NEARLY new P14
Enfield .303 cal. First
$450.00 takes it. 12-ga.
single barrel shot gun,
nearly new. $125.00.
227-6237.

Salary ib dependent on education and experience
Interested applicants must respond no later than
June 15, 2011

Please Submit online resume to
www briggsandstratton com

$3,271,200.00
CONSTRUCTION

SECTION TWO. This ordinance shall be published in MURRAY
LEDGER Newspaper by title and summary within thirty 130) days folio,
adoption.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of the
accounts has been filed
in Calloway District
Thomas
by
Court
Brockman as Executor in
the estate of Betty
Brockman Exceptions to
this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court on
or before the hearing,
which is set for 9:00 a.m.
On 6-27-11
Linda Avery/Circuit
Court Clerk

WO Wanted

$453,000.00

ROAD

JAIL

Help Wanted

ADVERTISING SALES

The second reading and adoption of the Calloway County proposed budget ordinance for fiscal year 2011-12 is scheduled to be held at the Judicial Building on
June 21, 2011 at 5:00 p.m.

GENERAL

060

060

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following Estate
Fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
appointments should be
filed with the Clerk and
the Fiduciary within six
months of the date of
qualification:
Estate of: Tracy S.
Blimline. 4511 Farm Rd.
Hazel, Ky 42049; 11-P64; Fiduciary: Margaret
Blunline, 5158 Hwy 641
South Hazel, Ky 42049,
Attorney: Greg Taylor,
PO Box 505, Murray. Ky
42071;
Appointed: 6-1-11
Estate of: Charles M
Burkeen, 1718 Purdom
Rd., Murray, KY 42071;
Fiduciary:
11-P-18;
4518
Kelly,
James
VirtriCleave Rd., Murray,
Attorney:
KY 42071;
Harold Hurt, 314 Main
Street, Murray, KY
42071.
Appointed 5-23-11

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
rent
for
Billboard
between Hazel and
Murray. $200.00/mo.
270-492-8211.

Key Tires has closed
our tire shop and leased
the building to
Hernandez ITse Tires,
which Is not affiliated
with Ke_y Auto Parts or
Tires. Key Auto Parts
will continue to honor
tire rotation and
balance for the life of
your tires ONLY with a
valid receipt.
We appreciate your
business! Feel free to
contact Jerry Key at
270-293-1211.

THE BOOK
RACK
519 S 12th St.
Trade and Sell
Used Books
Mon.-Fri 9:30-5:00
Sat. 9:30-4:00

Nolte
Murray State University has declared the
following items surplus to its needs: Angus
steers born Spring 2010 and Fall 2010 All steers
are medium to larger frame number one. Items
may be seen by appointment call Jason

Robertson at 270-293-6161. Bid forms
(bid Q-265D-111can be obtained at the site. Bids
will open June 16th at 200 PM. Questions: call
Leigh Menchinger at 270-809-4435.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Used tanning beds for
sale. Starting $999.00.
Hurry limited supply.
1304
Gold
Video
Chsetnut St.. Murray
270-759-4944

LaiLER &TIMES

TAKING
APPLICATIONS
Part-Time position for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.
Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
060
Heip Redid
Commonwealth
Productions, a leader
in the outdoor, fishing,
and hunting video production industry is looking for an experienced
graphic designer. 2year degree in Graphic
Design a must 4-year
not
but
preferred
Call 753-1916 required. Please email
rbillington@ebsco.com
LOST: Female Beagle for job qualifications
mix answers to the and benefit package.
name of Sunshine COMPANION care
childs pet. Please call provider needed . Must
227-8721 if found. Lost have valid drivers
in the Bethel Church
license, automobile,
Rd. area.
proof of insurance. For
more information
contact Lexie @
060
270-293-3312
Help Wanted
JOIN the Jasmine.
Family! Now hiring
FULL OR PART time assistant manager, and
housekeeping. Murray servers. Must be 21
Plaza Lodge. Apply In years old.
parson after 7:00PM. Apply in person.
No phone calls.
270-761-THAI.
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
four loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

[

Ell
Appliances

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected

to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local jots
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn

are placed through
the Murray Ledgtr
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings_ Thank you
Horse farm work in
beautiful setting. 60%
time. Feeding, mucking, etc. References
required.
270-759-3468
Lake area convenience
stare. Must be honest,
reliable, mature, and
able to work weekends.
Leave info. at
270-293-9284
Now hiring manageand
Hourly
ment.
salary. Need equal
opportunity employee.
at
online
App,y
lobs@ pizzahut.com

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
P.O Box 363
Murray. KY
1',071

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Looking for a cotiple
businesses or homes
to clean. Have references. 752-0032
Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom" Give
me a call 731-3363891. references available.
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866

270
3mi North of Murray.
Call 759-1204
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, price reduced,
locations.
various
Coleman RE
753-9898.
1BR, 1BA Apt. starting
at $295.00. 26R. 1BA
Townhouse starting at
$475.00. Call Hamlet
North Apartments.
270-753-7559

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

I BR & 28R Apts.
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
.
Ext. 283 6

0

Equal opportunity

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
Nice 2BR duplex with
appliances. No pets.
227-7414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

Visa

Name
1
1 St. Address
1
City
1
running
buy
Want to
Zip
1 State
and non-running cars I
Daytime Ph.
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
Mail this coupon with payment to'

I.

2BR & 3B'
38989 R
Coleman
75
360
110

A&F War:.
Near MSU
753-7

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1044

One order,
check, One :
move! Save
money by m
call to place
word classifi
Kentucky ne
for only $251
more inform tact the clas •
department •
newspaper
KPS 1-502-2

Auction: Bar
Lake Saturd.
11th 1000a
Lake lots 12
preapproved
gated subdiv..
Grandview R
Scottsville, K
239-7711
srealestateac

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
3
$96.00
6 mo.-.—. —.$90.00 6 mo.
I yr..—.........S145.00

I

$650.00+de.
2 7 9 - 3
n8noz@ aol..

AUCTIONS

iPuryrar & Budlanan

I

129, 3rd St
New wind.
c/h/a. 3BR
year. Tena

ANNOUNC:

Rest of KY/TN

Money Order

Quiet ap.
Lynn Grove
utilities paid
plus deposi
270-492-82

SUBSCRIBE

Home Delivery
Local Mail
(Calkoviar
3 mo.
.330.00
$30.00
mo.
3
$55.00
6 mo
$55.00
mo.
6
$105.00
1 yr.
$105.00
1 yr.

I
I

103 7'

Apartments

Want to buy 3BR, 2BA
in Calloway County.
270-873-9494

WANTED: junk car &
truck batteries. Top
prices paid.
(270)759-9694

Int

1505 Diuguid Drive

LEDGER &TIMES II

Check

f f11\

Calloway Garden
FAsex Downs

MURRAY

1
1

•B

1st Full Mo. Rent Free

get him a subscription to she

GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109

•25

2BR, 2BA duplex.
C/H/A,
garage.
$525.00/mo. 753-3949

Rj jiôNAS
EVERrivitiu

Want to Buy

• Ga

2BR Apts. Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate. 753-9898

Delta 2 horse goose
neck traitor with living
quarters $3,250
753-8894

140

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins.
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves.
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

2006 Clayton 16x80,
3BR, 2BA. vinyl siding.
Like new.
270-489-2525

BUILDINGS

I
I

Murray,KY 42071

I

Or call 4270) 753-1916

I

Pole Barns 1
Walkdoor, 1 Slider, $10,
Installed. 24x
12x8 End SU.
Walkdoor, $7,
Installed. 1-89
2366 WWW tra
buildings.com

ger & Times

Marra) Ledger & Times

Classifieds
PERS•NAL PR PERTY

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
ze Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

s1ES

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

-Fn.10a.m.

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

wwwchavisauction com KY Lie #P2521

All sizes available. call today
to reserve your storage unit

Homes For Rent

GARAGE
BUILDERS

Dedroom no
3-9866

Barn Gilliland

ome Lots For Rent

270-522-1820 or 270-350-5495

-th of Murray
-1204

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We seil boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

'br apts. near
in
Murray.
and deposit
753-4109.

fl\

rice reduced,
locations.
I RE
3.
A Apt. starting
00. 2BR, 1BA
se starting at
Call Hamlet
anments.
7559

ens clothes up to 2x
FOR LEASE: METAL
Building located at 406
Sunberry
Circle.
Murray. 40'x88'. 10'
walls. 3 overhead
doors. Can be used as
two shops. Call Carlos
Black at 436-2935

SKEEPE1S1
LSI 2( )1

lots of stuff
YARD SALE
509 BROAD ST.
FRI. 6/10
SAT. 6/11
6A.M.-??

Antiques • Furniture • More

Professional
office
building. 505 Main St.
1000 SF. $500.00/mo.
978-2911

lems. Too much to

103 N. 3rd St. • Murray, KY
12701761-5814

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
+/-.
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

2 FAMILY YARD
SALE
813 N. 18TH ST.
FRIDAY 6/10
7:30AM-3:00
SATURDAY 6/11
7:30AM-?? 7

FALWELL ESTATES
• Various lot sizes
available
• Underground city utilities

to. Rent Free

'ay Garden
x Downs
irtments

(270) 753-9250
Robertson Rd. South

tuguid Drive

Quiet apartment in
Lynn Grove area. All
utilities paid . $600/mo
plus deposit.
270-492-8211

ID
Rentals
has two bedirtments availall for your
lent
today.
2905.

'omens plus sz
:lothes. cookbooks

Hilt( ion

duplex.
garage.
mo. 753-3949

Corpmerical Prop. For Rent
2 Bay shop & office
High
traffic
area
$750/mo. 978-3182.

?BA

340
Houses For Rent
129. 3rd Street, Almo
New windows, new
c/h/a. 3BR. 1BA. 1
year. Tenant supplies
appliances
$650.00+deposit. 3102 7 9 - 3 3 2 7 .
n8noz@ aol.com
2BR & 3BR houses
Coleman Real Estate.
753-9898
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Pits & Supplies
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.
MPEFIIAL Shih-Tzu.
6mo. house dog. $75
adoption fee. 270-9786404.
Shih-tzu
Male/female
shots,
$300.00 &
2 70 - 804
evenings

puppies.
CKC
wormed,
$400.00
- 8 1 03

Mtn," I edger Ia Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
•ub,ect to the Federal Fair
•Ing Act, ishich makes it
.! to adwrhse Ins preferImitation or discrimina-ased on race. color, Telt•es. handicap, familial sta. national ongin. or mienmake any such preter. • limitations or discrimina',tate laws Forbid discnmination
in the sale, rental or ad%ertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
tederal law
.,11 knowingly accept any
,
tor real estate which
os()Iation of the law All
. • •,,ns are hereby informed
!sat all dwellings advertised are
ailable on an equal opportunity basis
.1 further assistance with Fair
' .-,ng Advertising requirecontact NAA Counsel
K,,ne Milom

_
3
is

1
6

3

Living room, bedroom
& kitchen furniture
Smooth top range,
washerdryer, appliances, knick knacks
Something for
everyone

YARD SALE
907 COLES
CAMPGROUND
ROAD

SAT. 6/11 7-12
Alfalfa Hay.752-0227

Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

YOUR AD
COULD BF
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4fil ST.
Corner of 121 S. & (;kadaie.
IOXIO $25 10x15 $40
32701436-2524
(270)293-6906

HORSE
BOARDING
t
40 Ac
Grern t-thiss
Stalls Available
(270)705-8701

The Place to Start.... Murray
Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

ALL CARPENTRY
CONSTRUCTION
Framing, additions
decks, mobile home
repair, water damage
and more
Larry Nimmo 753-2353
227-0587
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, Reliable.
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

RAIN OR
SHINE
YARD SALE
LEFT OVERS
Consign your
Spring & Summer
clothes with us
Mon-Fri • 10:00-6:00
THE CLOSET
DOOR
400 N. 4th St.

New 2-4

Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBC Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

270 761-3667

I ONN l'R %N, is
270-753-2279

9 2 5 7
5 3 4 9
7 6.1 8

7 3 2 1 9 8 5
1 5 9 4 7 3 6
3 7 8 6 4 2 1
•
••

753-772S
Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.

FREE

6" Continuous Gutters

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

(270)227-6160

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

HALL'S WASTE

,pnalt Installation
*Seal coating &
striping

MANACFMFNT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

40 yrs. experience

759-1151 • 293-2783 (270)759-0501
293-2784
Handyman Work

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING

MI Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
P• .1

Mitchell's Lawn &
Landscaping
Start to Finish
Tractor Work, Drive
Ways, Bush Hogging,
New Lawn Installation,
& Mowing. Now
Hauling Dirt, Mulch,
Gravel & Sand
227-0906
Free Estimates
O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
• Lic & Ins

270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

560
Free Column
Free Craftsman riding
mower with leaf bagger. Needs work
492-8298

LEARN TO FLY

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

Free Estimates
References

270-293-5624

(270) 293-9858

in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

$$ We will save
YOU money SS

Vinyl siding
Wood siding
Brick • Concrete
Decks• Fence

Jacob
270-978-0278

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All!
No Job To Small!
270-873-9916
.t visit our websiti
kentuckylatte
remocieling.com
FREE ESTIMATES

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

WINDOWS

Custom
Bulldozing.
Greg Renfroe
270-293-0371

630
Services Offered

PICK UP

SIDING

ROOFING
Carpet & Floor
Covering
You can count on the
most experienced
in West kr.
403 Tom Taylor &a

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Odd Jobs Repairs
Home. Aut,
Carpentry.
Mobile Welding.
Yards, Trim. Molding &
Much More
No Job Too Small

COREY HUIE
CONTRACTING

753-9562
House with tobacco
barn, shop and 29.6
acres. On Erwin Rd
7mi SW of Murray. Call
753-1578 or 293-2971

6 4
8 1
2 3
9.5

3 174
4 16 8 519 2
94 7 2-8.6 3

Services Offered

rasing. Seailcriating

NEWLY Built
LAKE
VACATION
HOME On 1.71 acres
only $97,500
New designer ready
1,952 SF vacation
home w/ pnvate access
to
160,000
acre
Kentucky Lake. Walk to
Marina! BONUS: FREE
Boat Slips! Located in
desirable
lakefront
community w/ recreation center, infinityedge pool & 150 acre
nature
preserve.
Excellent
financing.
Must see. Call now
1-800-704-3154,
x.3674

5
6
2
9

8
2
5
6

7

Newly
remodeled
kitchen,
2BA.
1470SOFT. Big fenced
yard. close to city limits. 1 car garage. 225
Applewood Rd.,
Murray. 573-760-4633
REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer. 293-7252.

mention

r
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3
6
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Hanes For Sale

Services Offered

iSialte Property

1
7
4
8

Mice iy Level ***

wwwhillelectric.com

Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

35
4
9i
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jewelry, Chnstm

FRI.6/10 7-5

1850 St. Rt. 121S

Answer to previous puzzle

9

hollancmotorsales
270-753-4461

THURS. 6/9 7-5

RI BE

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
One order, One
check, One smart
move! Save time and
money by making one
call to place a 25word classified in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for only $250. For
more information, contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call
KPS 1-502-223-8821
AUCTIONS
Auction. Barren River
Lake Saturday, June
11th 10:00am. 27
Lake lots 12 acres
preapproved docks,
gated subdivision,
Grandview Ridge.
Scottsville, KY 270239-7711 www.millsrealestateacution.co
mi
BUILDINGS

t to

knock knacks, guitar.

DER'

pts. Various
Coleman
•
ate. 753-9898

M/C

2071
BAC KUSBURG
RD., KIRKSEY
(HWY 464)
THURSDAY 6/9
FRIDAY 6/10
7:00 - 4:00
Kids clothes 2t-8, worn-

•Garages or Pole Barns
• Garage Door Sales and Service
•Metal Roofs •Decks
•25 Years Experience •Free Estimates
*Bobcat and Trackhoe Service

nerds For Rent

$75.00
$96.00
....$145.00

YARD SALE

5
2

NEW Listing
3BR. 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Storage Rentals

6

9

tools,and more coming.

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance

270-753-2905

8
,6

freezer,couch,pictures,figurines,lamps,mirrors,kitchen-

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071
(270)761 -SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer

By Dave Green

7

weedeater,boomers,chain saw,coleman latem,hand

layton 16x80,
IA. vinyl siding.
v.
-2525

Er Mail
Iptiofts

1

suite,nice showcase/oak cab,oak bar table & 2 chairs,sm

'If you've got it, we can store 1t

Homes For Sale

I Mail
sway)
-.430.00
.-...S55.00
....S105.00

Conciptis SudoKu

& coffee table,2 recliners,grandfather clock,4 PC bedroom

trailer,sage pressure washer,snapper

Suclaku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gond wen
several given numbers The °boot is to place the numbers 1109
in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
ol the Concepbs Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

ment center,54" RCA tvsony surround sound,oak end table

GARLAND
RENTAL

VISA

LEASING
edroom Apts.
:ept Section
ouchers.
Mur-Cal Apts.
irthwood Dr
onday,
;day, Friday.
759-4984.
I Housing
iortunity
100-648-6056

Oak table W/2 leaves,8 chairs,oak china cabig entertain-

bar table & chairs,sm patio table & 2 chairs,motorcycle

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.

3 duplex with
as. No pets.

SATURDAY, JUNE 11 AT 10:00 AM
804 MASON ST., MAYFIELD, KY.

ware,glassware,wyatt bell & Co clock,wheelbarrow,patio

- Mon.9a.m.
-Nce.12p.m.
- Tue.1p.m.
-Wed.12 p.m.
-Thu(12p.m.

c 2BR Apts.
753-8556
B00-545-1833
:xt. 283
opportunity

Thursday,June 9, 2011 • 3B

Pole Barns 1Walkdoor, 1-15x9 End
Slider, $10,389
Installed. 24x40x9 112x8 End Slider, 1Walkdoor. $7,689
Installed 1-800-9872366 www tradonbuildings.com.

BUSINESS
SERVICES

Sullivan University (A
la Carte Cafe), seeks
DISH Network deliv2 part-time Line
ers more for less!
Cooks. Requires a
Packages starling at
high school diploma
$24.991 mo. Local
and at least two years
Channels Included!
expenence. Apply
FREE HD FOR LIFE!
online:
Free BLOCKBUSTER
https://home.eease.co
movies for 3 months. • m/recruit/?id=638051.
1-866-240-3844
EOE.
DIVORCE with or
without CHILDREN
$149. Includes FREE
name change and
marital property settlement documents.
Bankruptcy $125.
Wills $49. Criminal
Expungements $49.
Power of Attorney
$39. Call 1-888-7890198- 24/7
HELP WANTED
Sullivan College of
Technology & Design.
seeks a full-time
HVAC Instructor.
Requires a
Journeyman's license
in HVAC, expenence
in the field; an
Associate Degree and
teaching experience
preferred. Apply
online:
https://home.eease.co
m/recruitOid=628831.
EOE.

INSTRUCTIONAL
Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program
Financial aid if qualified. Job placement
assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072033
ALLIED HEALTH
Career TrainingAttend College 100%
online. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial
Aid if qualified.
SCHEV certified. Call
800-481-9409
www.CentureOnline.c
Offl
ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home.
'Medical,'Business,
'Paralegal.
•Accounting, 'Criminal

Justice. Job placement assistance.
Computer available.
Financial Aid if qualified. Call 866-4609765
www.CenturaOnline.c
OM
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
Play Where the
Hooter's Tour plays
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in
Georgetown, rated the
number one public
course in Kentucky.
Call 502-570-9849 for
tee times
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
25 New Dover
Trainees Needed!
Learn to drive for
INC Transportation!
Earn $750 per week!
No experience needed! Local CDL
Training! Job ready in
3 weeks! 1-877-2431812
ACT NOW! DRIVER
TRAINEES NEEDED
FOR H.O. WOLDING.
No Experience needed. Train in 16 days at
Truck America
Training. 1st year avg.

$38,000 Tuition
Financing Available
(502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644
ATTENTION DRIVERS: Earn $.40 per
loaded mile plus Tarp
and other fees. ClassA CDL Required.
Local and Regional
flatbed to choose
from. WVT 877SCHILLI. www.wytonline.com
CALL NOW!
International Truck
Dnving School/ BIH
Trucking Company
Now taking Students!
No CDL, No problem!
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified, or
Financing available.
888-780-5539
CDL-A Drivers.
Central Florida company seeks Solo &
Team Drivers. Tank
and Dry van positions
offering some regional. lyr OTR & Good
MVR required. 877882-6537 or apply
wwsv.oakleytransport.c
om
Class-A CDL Training,
DELTA CAREER
ACADEMY. WIA
Approved. Job place-

ment assistance.
Tuition
Reimbursement available. Hinng for TMC/
Werner. BBB accredited. Mt. Sterling, KY
859-498-9988, 800883-0171
Drivers/ CDL TrainingCareer Central. No
Money Down CDL
Training. Work for us
or let us work for you!
Unbeatable Career
Opportunities.
'Trainee 'Company
Driver 'LEASE OPERATOR Earn up to
$51k 'LEASE TRAINERS Earn up to $80k
(877)369-7192
srarw.centraltruckdnvingjobs.corn
Drivers- CDL-A DRIVERS NEEDED,
OTR, Regional &
Dedicated Runs up to
50c per mile. Class-A
CDL & Hazmat Req'd.
800-942-2104 ext
7307 or 7308
www.totalms.com
Drivers- COL-A
GREAT HOME TIME!
Start up to 43e Per
Mile Sign-On Bonus!!
Lease purchase available. Experience
Req'd. 800-441-4271
xKY-100

HomadyTransportatio
n.com
Drivers- DRIVE RED!
Regional Van Drivers
start at 3710 41.5cpm
wit yr experience.
REGULAR HOMETIME. Great benefits.
Paid holidays. Call
888-362-8608 or visit
AVERITTcareers.corn.
EOE.
Drivers- DRIVER TRAINING! Paid
Refresher Course
available for Regional
Van Drivers. Earn 3537 cpm afterwards!
HOME EVERY
WEEK. 401(k) and
Great Benefits. Visit
www.AVERITTcareers
corn EOE.
Dnvers- Midwest/
South, TX Regions!
National Distributors.
49+ cpm Teams. 39+
cpm Solos OTR Pets
welcome. Class-A
CDL. Minimum 12
Mos 877-334-9677 or
vevew drive4ndl.com
Drivers- No
Expenence- No
Problem. 100% Paid
CDL Training.
Immediate Benefits.
20/10 program
Trainers earn up to

49c per mile! CAST
Van Expedited 800326-2778
www.JoinCRST.com
Drivers- Owner/
Operators- SoloTeam- Fleets- $1.28
per mile (includes
FSC)900 mile average length haul, WE
HAVE MORE
FREIGHT THAN
AVAILABLE TRUCKS!
1-877-901-8591
FLATBED DRIVERS 'Home Weekends
'Tarp & Extra Stop
Pay 'Safety Bonus
'$2,000 Referral
Bonus 'W900 KW's. 2
Yrs. Exp. Required.
800-648-9915 Ext.
250. Apply www.boydandsons.com
Home Weekends.
OTR Flatbed.
Guarantee pay. Exc.
Pay & Benefits. No
Tarp Freight. 0/Ops
Welcome. Call Today
for Details. 800-5545661 ext. 331
www.awItransport.corn
Now's the Perfect
Time to make a
change! Offenng Top
Miles, Brand new
Equipment and 2-day
onentation $500

Sign-On for Flatbed.
CDL-A 6mo. OTR
888-801-5295
Owner Operators &
Fleet Owners: TIRED
OF HIGH FUEL
COSTS?! Average
Fuel Network Savings
of 43c/ gallon. Earn
over $2/ mile! 1-800743-0435
www.JoinMalone.com
Owner Operators- NO
ESCROW. NO Plate/
Permit Charges. NO
Hidden Charges.
Consistent Miles
2800+ Weekly.
Average $3500 Gross
Weekly. CDL-A 1 Year
OTR T/T experience.
888-902-4850
wwvv.fxfreight.corn
Tractor and Straight
Truck Owner
Operators: $1000
Immediate Sign-On
Bonus. Consistent
Miles. No touch
freight. Excellent
Opportunity. Up to
$2.10/ mile with FSC.
1-800-831-8737.

Ten years ago
Murray is the among the first
eight cities to be designated "certifiable Kentucky retirement communities." The other cities are Richmond. Madisonville. Morehead,
Danville, Glasgow, Campbellsville
and Maysville.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Bryan and Amanda Blackburn; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Simon; and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jason Lambert.
Larry Doyle, local chairman for
the Blood Drive Program of the
National Red Cross, spoke at a
recent meeting of the Kiwanis Club.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County farmers, among
the top 10 in the state in annual
winter wheat production, stand to
lose more than $2 million in wheat
profits this summer due to a wet,
disease-ridden May, according to
officials.
Warren and Marie Parrish are
proud to announce the arrival of
a Kentucky lottery online terminal at their grocery, Parrish Trailview Grocery, in Hamlin. on Highway 44.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jay Todd
Harrell: and a boy to Dr. and
Mrs. Roger Smith.
Kenneth H. Oilschlager has been
named president of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Pauline Waggener celebrated 34 years of teaching in the
department of home economics at
Murray State University with a
retirement luncheon June 5. Seventy-five former students and professional colleagues were in attendance.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Barry Rose:
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. David
Smith: and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Harrell.
Elected as officers for the 198182 of the Senior Citizens of Ellis
Center are Madie Vaughn, secretary-treasurer: Erma Lovett, president: Pearline Gordon. vice president; Hazel Ahart, sergeant at

arms; and J.D. Rogers, historian.
Forty years ago
Junior Governor Robert LaMastus and Secretary E.H. Lax, Jr.,
of Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011
will serve as delegates to the international convention of the Loyal
Order of Moose to be held June
14-17 at Detroit, Mich.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ken Manker;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Earl
Turner; and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. George Odell Choate.
Jane Fitch scored a hole-in-one
in golf yesterday while playing at
the Calloway County Country Club.
Mr. and Mrs.. Carl Hopkins of
Mayfield, observed their 57th wedding anniversary on June 12.
Fifty years ago
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court voted to remove poll taxes
from the 1961 tax list at the meeting held on June 6.
Phillip Sparks has been elected
as superintendent of public instruction at the annual Bluegrass Boys
State being held at Richmond.
The Rev, Henry McKenzie,
Rotarian and pastor of the College Presbyterian Church, spoke
at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at tbe Murray
Woman's Club House.
The Murray High School Library
Club met June 7 for a dinner at
the Triangle Inn with Shirley Stalls
as president and Laurel Parker as
toastmistress.
Sixty years ago
A conference on "Parent Education and Family Life" will be
held in the Science Building, Murray State University, on June 20
with Collus 0. Johnson as coordinator.
Lt. Commander Gaylord Forrest
and Mrs. Forrest of East Greenwich, R.I., have been the guest
of her parents. Dr. and Mrs. R.M.
Mason.
Mrs. Jack Farmer caught a 4
1/2 pound bass while fishing in
Kentucky Lake.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre
is "Gene Autry and The Mounties."

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 9, the
160th day of 2011. There are 205
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 9. 1909. Alice Huyler
Ramsey, 22, set out from New
York in a Maxwell DA on a journey to become the first woman
to drive across the United States.
(Ramsey and three female companions arrived in San Francisco
on Aug. 7.)
On this date:
In A.D. 68, the Roman Emperor Nero committed suicide, end-

ing a 13-year reign.
In 1870, author Charles Dickens died in Gad's Hill Place, England.
In 1954, during the. SenateArmy Hearings, Army special
counsel Joseph N. Welch berated
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy, asking:
"Have you no sense of decency,
sir? At long last, have you left
no sense of decency?"
In 1969, the Senate confirmed
Warren Burger to be the new chief
justice of the United States. succeeding Earl Warren.
In 1973, Secretariat became

Near-sighted hostess insists
glasses are for her eyes only
DEAR ABBY: I am severely
myopic and can't see without my
prescription eyeweax. Yet people
continually ask me if they can
"borrow" my glasses to read the
menu. (I work as a hostess.) Abby,
my glasses are not reading glasses; they are my eyes -- literally.
When I explain this. I get snorts,
and
grunts
muttered
comments
that I am
"rude."
My husband says I
should
let
them try on
my
glasses
and cut out
the explanation, as they
would immeBy Abigail
diately realize
that they can't
see through them. I disagree. I think
it is inappropriate to even ask,
let alone become offended when
I politely refuse.
Abby, I would like to explain
the concept of reading glasses
versus prescription eyewear: Most
people do not walk around with
reading glasses fully on their face.
Reading glasses are often halfway
down the nose or hanging around
a person's neck so they don't
impair his or her distance vision.
If someone is wearing glasses full
on their face -- they're usually
not reading glasses. If a person
is wearing glasses, do not ask to
borrow them. Instead, ask if there
is a pair of reading glasses at the
wait station or host stand. -- THE
BLIND LEADING THE BLIND
DEAR "BLIND": I'm printing your letter, but I warn you • - there are none so blind as those
who will not see. For a stranger
to expect to borrow someone's
glasses is presumptuous.
Talk to your employer about
keeping a magnifying glass or
several pairs of reading glasses
in various strengths available for
patrons who have forgotten theirs.
Many restaurants do.

Dear Abby

horse racing's first Triple Crown
winner in 25 years by winning
the Belmont Stakes.
In 1978, leaders of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
struck down a 148-year-old policy of excluding black men from
the Mormon priesthood.
In 1986, the Rogers Commission released its report on the
Challenger disaster, criticizing
NASA and rocket-builder Morton
Thiokol for management problems
leading to the explosion that
claimed the lives of seven astronauts.

MIS IS le.ip
PARaHL,VOu
SPOt)1.0
UCED

DEAR ABBY: I'm a female
manager in a male-dominated field,
and a high-level corporate executive. I am good at what I do.
but sometimes I become impatient with subordinates.who don't
"get it" like I do. I admit I prefer the company of some over
others.
Several years ago, a friendship with a subordinate turned
into something more. I was -and still am -- married with children. During this time 1 had to
discharge another employee for
substandard performance. Since he
left he has sent me several unsolicited, emails in which he has
suggested that he knows about
the affair I had with his former
co-worker and feels he didn't
receive fair treatment because of
it.
My former lover is no longer
with the company, and I have
done everything I can to put this
behind me. I still worry, however, that the employee I let go
may someday make the company
aware of my indiscretions, or
worse, my family. Abby, is there
anything I can do to set the whole
thing right? -- THREATENED IN
THE NORTHWEST
DEAR THREATENED: Let
me get this straight. You say you
are good at your job as a manager, but you lose patience with
subordinates who don't "get" things
as quickly as you do -- and play
favorites among the employees in
your department. If that's not a
hostile work environment, it's at
least one that's very unpleasant.
And you had an affair with one
of them? Didn't you knoi)., that
you were leaving your company
open to a lawsuit for sexual harassment? It appears that when you
assumed the title of manager, you
exceeded your level of competence.
You have gotten yourself into
a jam from which I can't extricate you. Go to your superiors
and tell them about the emails
so the company can protect itself
from a possible lawsuit.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,
June 10, 2011:
This year, tap into your creativity
more often. You have the capacity to find solution after solution.
Sometimes a partner pushes
hard. Avoid being as stubborn or
as controlling as he or she is.
Learn not to play the game and
to stay centered. If you are single, you have many very interesting choices. Date until you
are really sure of yourself. Know
that your charisma is high. If you
are attached, the two of you start
acting like young lovers again.
Enjoy this period. LIBRA has a
nice style when he or she tries to
coax youl
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average, 2-So-so; 1 Difficult
ARIES (Mbrch 21-April 19)
***** Reach out for others
and expect the unexpected.
Others simply cannot help themselves. Extremes mark your
actions because of an unusually
intense feeling that you might be
suppressing.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your ability to understand the mechanics of what is
going on around you might surprise you. You might find a situa-

always good?
DEAR DR. GOTT: I get frequent UTIs, especially after intercourse. How do I convince my
doctor that a low-dosage refillable antibiotic instead of a sevenday treatment is the way to go
for my situation?
I have taken to saving a pill
or two from my prescription so
that when I feel the onset of an
infection, I can take one pill and
drink plenty
of water to
thwart a fullblo wn
episode.
Also, what
is your opinion on DMannose as a
treatment? I
drink
can't
cranberry
juice because
I have also
By
diagbeen
Dr. Peter Gott nosed
with
interstitial cystitis, and the acid
irritates my bladder.
DEAR READER: Urinarytract infections are common and
are the cause of more than 8 million visits to the doctor every
year. The kidneys. ureters, bladder and urethra make up the urinary system. The kidneys remove
excess amounts of liquid and waste
from the blood in the form of
urine, balance salts and other blood
substances, and help form a hormone that produces red blood
cells. The ureters are narrow tubes
that carry urine from the kidneys
to the bladder, where it is stored
until emptied through the urethra.
An adult passes approximately 48
ounces of urine each day.
Generally speaking, urine is
sterile -- meaning it is free of
viruses, bacteria and fungi. However, an infection can occur when
bacteria enter and multiply in any
part of the urinary tract. UTIs
most commonly occur in the bladder or urethra and as the result
of the bacterium Escherichia coli,
or E. coli. When the bladder is
affected, a condition known as
cystitis may occur. Cystitis can

also occur without infection. If
not treated properly, the infection
can back up into the kidneys, a
condition known as pyelonephriUs. Kidney infections can be difficult to treat, requiring extended
courses of antibiotic therapy and
possible hospitalization. Complications of untreated pyelonephritis include kidney damage and a
life-threatening spread of the infection into the bloodstream.
Women are more prone to frequent UTIs than are men, and
almost 20 percent of the women
having a UTI will have another
one. Of that amount, 30 percent
will have another, and a whopping 80 percent will have a recurrence from that group. Even when
E. coli is to blame, there are differences in the bacteria present,
indicating diverse infections. This
process alone may be why your
physician will not give you a
standing order for an antibiotic.
It is, however, an acceptable practice to give women a refillable
prescription for a single. low-dose
antibiotic to be taken immediately following intercourse to prevent an infection.
Drinking plenty of fluids to
help flush bacteria from your system, emptying the bladder soon
after intercourse, and avoiding irritating feminine-hygiene products
may help you prevent an infection. Instead of sitting in a tub,
take a shower. Avoid caffeine,
alcohol and spicy foods when you
experience any symptoms. Because
of your history, you should talk
to your physician about what other
options you have, rather than waiting until a full-blown infection
occurs. Perhaps a referral to a
urologist is in order.
The D-Mannose to which you
refer is a simple sugar for the
treatment of UTIs and is relatively new to the herbal market. It
is a naturally occurring rare saccharide in some plant and food
substances and, depending on the
concentration of bacteria present.
is purported to reduce symptoms
in 24 to 48 hours and clear them
in three days.

tion quite distorted and difficult to
handle.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You have many thoughts
and ideas. You might not hesitate to share them with others.
You can be quite charming and
still make your point. Work on
delivering your message in that
manner.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You could be in a very
unusual situation. This is the end
result of pressure and a need to
do projects and handle situations in a certain manner.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** As usual, your style
makes all the difference in how a
message is received. You have a
way of saying sometimes
unpleasant statements that people don't really hear until later.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might want to
rethink your finances before you
give the go ahead. This decision
could •involve your friends or
work. No matter what, be careful. A child or loved one could be
pushing your boundaries.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You have a lot going
on with you. Understand your
limits and don't cross them until
you are sure you want to. You
have a very stern or serious
manner that often belies the soft-

ness within.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might not choose to
cliscuss much that is occurring.
Someone might pressure and
push you beyond your limits.
Don't get into a power play. Just
don't play. Stay centered.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Zero in on what you
want. Allow more give-and-take
between
you and others.
Meetings, if you have any, could
be the vehicle for change and
support with some key projects.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You could be tar more
pushy than you realize. Go for
more of what you want and feel
is necessary within your professional circle. A little diplomacy
goes far -- try it.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Instead of thinking of
someone at a distance or
dreaming about him or her,
make that special trip, or just
pick up the phone. Explore the
many options or paths to your
desired results.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You could see a matter
far differently from a partner.
Rather than going to battle, see
where both visions have a commonality. Together you could be
a stronger force. Let go of having to have everything turn out.

Dr Gott
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